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Task One- Management Start-Up
Roger N. Anderson - Task Manager

OBJECTIVES: The purpose of this task was equip the project with staff and
resources (computer and otherwise) to accomplish the other 6 tasks of this project; to
negotiate contracts with several industry and university subcontractors to achieve the task
objectives; and to initiate the technology transfer to industry and the public from the very
beginning of this project.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS:

1.1 Personnel and Comouter Acquisitions: The office for the GBRN/DOE
project initiated in 5]eptember 1992 located in the Geoscience building at Lamont-
Doherty Earth Observatory. Computers were acquired and personnel were hired
to meet the objectives of the DOE cooperative agreement. Hardware and software
are now in place and working. A list of hardware and software purchases to date,
attached in Task I - Attachment A. We have fully staffed our office to enable
the objectives of the project to be accomplished. A list of personnel along with
job titles is attached in Task I - Attachment B.

1.2 Contract and Insurance Negotiations: The cooperative agreement with the
DOE was signed in mid-July 1993 ending the pre-award period which began on
August 22, 1992. Contracts with Pennzoil, Landmark Graphics, HyperMedia
Corp., Engineering Animation, Inc., Advanced Visual Systems, Comell, Penn
State University, Louisiana State University, Michigan Tech University, and
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute are currently being negotiated. Insurance
negotiations are included in the Pennzoil contract.

1.3 Technology Transfer: Technology transfer includes the following
publications, exhibitions, and workshops to date. Additional publications are in
press that are not listed here and will be included as publications occur.

1. GBRN/DOE project workshop at the SEG convention held in New
Orleans, Louisiana, October 25-29 1992.

2. Semi-Annual GBRN meeting held in Houston, Texas in January 1993.
3. GBRN/DOE project exhibition at the Annual AAPG convention in New

Orleans, Louisiana, April 26-28 1993.
4. Semi-Annual GBRN meeting held in Baton Rouge, Louisiana held in June

1993.
5. Roger N. Anderson, Recovering dynamic Gulf of Mexico reserves and the

U.S. energy future., Oil and Gas Joumal, April 26, 1993, pp. 85-88, 90-92.
6. Several video tapes:

a. 6/93 - "Migration of Hydrocarbons in the Offshore Gulf of
Mexico"

b. 3/93 - "Dynamic Enhanced Recovery Technologies"
c. 10/92 - IHRDC Video Journal: "Dynamic Fluid Flow Modeling"
d. 11/92- "Seismic Images Model Structure of Proposed Well"
e. 11/92 - "AVS Compilation"
f. 9/92 - "Dynamic Exploration & Production Technologies"

7. Wei He's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University
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ABSTRACT

Elastic property studies have discovered two important characteristics of

overpressured formations: the first is the transition of elastic properties from normally-

pressured formations to hard geopressured formations, the second is "rigid" to "soft" lower

internal heterogeneity of overpressured formations due to the abnormally high porosity,

high pore pressure, and high fluid saturation. The characteristics are, in turn, defined by

the physical process that forms the geopressure. Such a process can be simulated by

solving the diffusion equation. A one-dimensional study of the generation and maintenance

of geopressure suggests that the magnitude and thickness of transition to geopressure are

functions of porosity, permeability, elapse-time since the generation of the overpressure,

fluid density, bulk density, effective stress, temperature, interval velocity, and fluid

viscosity in the geopressured formations. The lower the permeability of the upper seal and

the longer the elapse-time, the larger is the thickness of the pressure transition. Elastic

property transitions are recognizable in almost the entire seismic wave frequency range

(from several hertz to several megahertz). Using Biot's theory, its practical expansions,

and laboratory measurements, we investigate the elastic properties (such as P-wave and S-

wave velocities and bulk density) of overpressured transition zones at scales varying from

microscopic to the reflection seismic exploration scale. In general, geopressured formations

exhibit the following elastic properties when compared to normally pressured formations:

1) higher porosities, 2) abnormally high pore fluid pressures, and therefore lower effective



stresses, 3) lower interval velocities, 4) high fluid saturations, and 5) lower bulk densities.

These properties make the overpressured formations relatively homogeneous in terms of

reflection coefficients. Consequently, the seismic reflection character of an overpressured

formation appears to be a "quiet" zone of low reflectivity.

A novel seismic amplitude analysis technique has been developed to predict the top-

of-geopressure surface based on our elastic property studies. Applying the technique to the

relative true seismic amplitude prof'des (RAP), we are able to locate the top-of-geopressure

directly on carefully-processed seismic profiles. The technique consists of three post-

staking filter processes done in the time domain: 1) we extract the instantaneous amplitude

profile using complex trace analysis, 2) we smooth the instantaneous amplitude profile

using a moving-window average algorithm, and 3) we extract the second instantaneous

amplitude profile from the output of the previous process. The top-of-geopressure surface

is interactively generated by identifying and correlating the uppermost distinct subsurface

boundary between high and low amplitude components according to a threshold amplitude

value on the resultant seismic traces. The application of the technique to both real and

synthetic seismic data suggests that the processing combination is effective and efficient in

outlining the geopressure-related low frequency reflections.

Our application of this mapping technique to the Pleistocene, Offshore Louisiana,

Gulf of Mexico basin leads to the following: 1) The top-of-geopressure surface can be

successfully mapped from seismic when integrated with the fault interpretation; 2) That top-

of-geopressure surface is then tested against the 0.6 psi/ft iso-pressure-gradient surface

derived from 145 well log analyses in the study area, the standard deviation of the

difference between the two surfaces is :t: 735 ft (with a Gaussian distribution); 3) The

amplitude mapping technique does not always trace the iso-pressure-gradient surface

particularly at shallow depth. Consequently, the quantitative evaluation of the magnitude of



geopressure needs further calibration with pressure data; 4) In areas where the geopressure

transition thickness is greater than 500 ft, the amplitude analysis may not be applicable due

to the low-pass frequency filter effect; 5) in areas with complex structures, well data are

needed to calibrate the geopressure interpretation. In spite of the_ qualifies, our amplitude

technique can be the most efficient and effective method to predict the location of top-of-

geopressure, and therefore hazardous drilling zones with acceptable accuracy in areas of

young Tertiary basins where regional geopressuring exists.



INTRODUCTION

In sedimentary basins, abnormal or overpressures result from the sealing of

formations as they are buried so that the formation fluids can not escape and allow the

formation to compact as they normally would under increased overburden pressure

(Plumley, 1980). Most major hydrocarbon producing basins of the world have deep

stratigraphic and/or structural fluid reservoirs that are overpressured, such as Northern

Gulf of Mexico Basin. The abnormally high fluid pressures in the geopressured

formations are extremely hazardous when the drill bit approaches such formations. Lost

control result in blow-outs. More important, the top-of-geopressure surface is a

hydrodynamic subsurface in a dynamic basin environment. The surface dynamically

controls the pore fluid migration, hydrocarbon accumulation, and even thermal evaluation

of a sedimentary basin. Therefore, an accurate prediction of top-of-geopresure surface

and geopressure magnitude is critical to successful drilling for hydrocarbons in the basins

that are geopressured and ultimately better understanding of the dynamics of sedimentary

basins.

The mechanism of overpressure build-up has been studied by numerous authors

(Dickinson, 1953; Bredeheoft et al., 1968; Burst, 1969; Johns, 1975; Hunter, 1990; and

Tigert and Al-Shaieb, 1990, et al.). These studies have discovered many geophysical and

geological aspects of overpressured formations, and resulted in many methods of

detecting the top-of-geopresure surface. They can be classified into at least four major

categories: 1) Drilling methods, 2) Well-logging methods, 3) Reflection seismic methods,

and 4) Gravity potential field methods. In fact, since the first two categories can not be

performed unless wells that penetrate the top-of-geopresure surface are drilled, they have

only limited predicting capabilities, although they have the most accurate detecting

capabilities. The gravity methods are often far too ambiguous to determine whether the



observed gravit) anomalies are from overpressured formations or massive shales. This

fact has elevated the third category, the reflection seismic methods, into the top method in

terms of predicting the top-of-geopresure surface.

Using seismic data to predict the top-of-overpressure and its magnitude, the most

commonly used method perhaps is the seismic velocity analysis technique (Pennebaker,

1968). The method determines only the interval velocity changes across the geopressure

transition and the velocity departure from the trend that would be present under normal

compaction conditions in the region of interest. Later, with the development of

deconvolution technique, the method of using acoustic impedance derived from staked

seismic data was introduced to predict geopressure (Martinez, et al., 1991). This method

detects the variations of acoustic impedance (the product of interval velocity times bulk

density) across the geopressured transition. However, the application the velocity method

is limited because of that seismic velocity data is often not available for most of the

interpreters. The application of the acoustic impedance method usually involves huge

amount of computing time and data storage, and therefore, it is also limited for mapping

regional top-of-geopressure distribution.

With the introduction of advanced signal processing and computer technologies to

reflection seismic exploration, we have developed a novel technique using seismic

amplitude to map the regional top-of-geopressure surface. Our method uses seismic

wavefield attribute (amplitude) to derive a special kind of seimic profiles on which the

top-of-geopressure surface can be directly recognized and interpreted.

This paper has presented the investigation of the mechanism of geopressure

occurrence, the transition of elastic properties from the hydrostatic pressured formation to

the geopressured formation, and finally, a novel seismic amplitude analysis technique to

map the top-of-geopresure surface. The successful application of our new technique to

the Pleistocene, offshore Louisiana, Gulf of Mexico has again demonstrated that seismic

attributes analyses are of importantance in the hydrocarbon exploration. There are three



parts in this paper corresponding to the above discussed topics: Part I discusses

mechanisms of geopressuring, and the effects of changing porosity, pressure, and fluid

saturation on the elastic properties; Part II investigates the controlling factors in the

geopressure transition zone, their seismic responses, and theoretical derivations of our

new prediction method; and Part III demonstrates the application of the proposed method

to the Pleistocene, Offshore Louisiana, Gulf of Mexico, the prediction discrpepancy

between the seismic predicted top-of-geopressure and that dericed from 145 well logs,

and finally, the importance of this hydrodynamic surface.



Part I: Geopressure and elastic properties of sedimentary rocks

Stress and compaction in argillaceous sediments

The stress tensor _"of a porous, homogeneous, isotropic sediment body is written

as (Fertl, 1976):

i'= z,x z. z,_/. (1)
/

In general, the total stress tensor can be divided into three components as:

Zo = po + cro+ ro, (2)

where

15 is defined as spherical stress, it is given by:

to= p,. p. p,,, (3)

kp_, p. p**]

Under hydrostatic conditions, no shear stresses exist in the interstitial fluid, thus

in any stress system with principal stresses, _'=, 'r. and _'_, the local mean value of the

quantity for the spherical stress, _ is:
1

=g(t, +v,,+v.), <4)
therefor, the equation (3) can be rewritten as:

i!o!lp = p . (5)
0

However, if a viscous liquid occupies the pore space, there are microscopic shear

stresses which are expended locally against the fluid/solid boundaries (Hubbert and

Rubey, 1959).
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and _ are the two parts of the deviatoric stress. They are redefined by Fertl (1976) as

deviatoric stress and disequilibrium stress when the sediment body is in disequilibrium,

and they are given by:

1 1

O'= -_(Zx+ Z'_) (T_-_) -_('/'y,+ Z'_) ,and (6)
1 1

/

' l(T_,_r,,) 1 "
1 l

= _(_,.- _.) o _(_. - _.). (7)
1 1

Each component of the three stress tensors is directly related to the respective

component of the strain tensor. The spherical part /5 causes changes in volume, the

deviatoric stress components O'_ycause distortion, and the disequilibrium components r0

cause the rotation of the sediment body in space (Ramsay, 1967). These components are

expected when the basin is driven by tectonic forces. When _'i_= Z'_t(i _ j), the

sediment body is said to be in equilibrium, i.e., no rotational stress exists, _----0,then the

total stress is the sum of the spherical stress (pore fluid pressure) and deviatoric stress.

Terzaghi (1948) proposed the concept of effective stress in porous media, which is

defined as the difference between the total stress and pore fluid pressure. By analogy, the

deviatoric stress components,

cr_=To- IplS_, (s)
are, in fact, the effective stress components. In a dynamic system with principal normal

stresses, the effective stresses in the directions of three principal components are

expressed as:

O'..,= "t'_,- p, o'. = 't'.- p, and 0"4= Z'u- p, respectively.
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If the pore fluid elasticity (Biot, 1955) is taken into account, then the above

equations are modified as:

0',,,,= T,,,,-np, a, = "r, -np, and cr,_= "r_-np, (9)
cs

where n = 1--- is termed the coefficient of internal deformation, c, and cb are the
Cb

compressibilities of solid grains and the bulk material (Biot and Willis, 1957; Geertsma,

1957). The modified equation indicates that the pore fluid pressure also plays an

important role in sediment compaction (Herbert and Rubey, 1959).

When compaction of the sediments is considered in sedimentary basins, the

horizontal stresses are usually neglected, especially when sedimentary basins are in a

stable tectonic environment. The vertical normal stress Z'u, caused by sediments loading

is then the source of compaction. Consider a column of sediment with continuous

loading; The compaction of sediments is a function of effective stress derived from

equation O'a = Z'u - p with geological time. The overburden pressure T= at any depth (d

= z) is the pressure which results from the combined weight of the rock matrix and the

fluids in the pore space overlaying the formation of interest. It is expressed as:

z_ = g z , (10)

where _'a is overburden pressure, pb(z) is bulk density as a function of depth, and g is

gravitational acceleration. The laboratory experiments carried out by Terzaghi and Peck

(1948) have illustrated the relationship between the continuous loading, drainage system,

and the pressure evolution. They presented their physical modeling results in the

following cases:

Case A: No drainage, A't',_= AP, the additional load is supported entirely by the

fluid;

Case B: Slow drainage, A't'u = Ao',_ + AP, the additional load is supported by the

matrix and the fluid;

Case C: Sufficient drainage, the fluid pressure being kept to hydrostatic pressure,

A't'u = AO',_,the additional load is supported entirely by the matrix.
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It is obvious that Case A and Case B have the overpressure developed in the pore

fluid, this abnormal fluid pressure is called overpressure or geopressure.

Concept of Geopressure

By definition, geopressure is abnormally high subsurface pore fluid pressure: the

pressure that exceeds the hydrostatic pressure required to raise a column of fluid from

subsurface formation to the surface (Dutta, 1987). A normal, hydrostatically pressured

geological environment is a hydraulically open system. It is permeable and fluids

communicate formation. The pore fluid is free to escape during the compaction; thus the

fluid pressure is hydrostatic. An abnormally high formation pressure system is essentially

closed, preventing, or at least greatly restricting fluid communication, with the increase of

further sediment loading, the pore fluid can not escape or at least escapes too slow to

keep the hydrostatic equilibrium, and the pore fluid partially supports the overburden

pressure, the further compaction is retarded, the fluid pressure is higher than hydrostatic

pressure. The distinguishing difference between these systems is the degree of the fluid

escape during the compaction. In the evolution of a geopressured formation, an effective

seal, or permeability barrier, must exist near the top of the overpressured formation. The

seal simultaneously acts as a pressure barrier, e.g., the seals in the Northern Gulf of

Mexico Basin are generally taken to be vertical barriers, and it consists of massive,

impermeable shale and silt stones (Fertl, et al., 1976). The petroleum industry usually

uses the pressure gradient as the quantitative measurement of formation fluid pressures.

In the Northern Gulf of Mexico Basin, the hydrostatic pressure gradient is taken to be

0.465 psi per foot by assuming the density of a solution containing 80,000 ppm sodium

chloride t,Dickinson, 1953). The overburden or rock pressure increases by 1.0 psi per

foot. Therefore, any formation fluid pressure gradient between the gradients of 0.465 and

1.0 psi/ft is considered geopressured (Figure-1). The magnitude of geopressuring is



generally classified as soft or mild (0.465 psi/ft <fluid pressure gradient < 0.65 psi/ft),

intermediate or moderate (0.65 psi/ft <fluid pressure gradient < 0.85 psi/ft), or hard (fluid

pressure gradient > 0.85 psi/fi). The depth of geopressured formations varies regionally,

and a surface that delineates the regional distribution of geopressured formations is

termed "top of geopressure" surface.

The geopressuring in sedimentary basins, that are thermalchemical reactors

(Anderson et al., 1991), is not an unusual event. It exists in all ages of sedimentary basins

in the world (Fertl, 1976), but has many different physical and chemical origins. In

general, the following processes are possible causes for geopressudng: (1) aquifer head,

(2) tectonic compression (Finch, 1969; Rubey and Hubbert, 1959), (3) sediment loading,

compaction and absence of drainage systems (Dickinson, 1953; Jones, 1969; Hubbert and

Rubey, 1959; Harkins and Baugher, 1969), (4) phase changes, or diagenesis such as, the

water release from the phase change of montmorillonite to illite (Powers, 1967 and Burst,

1969), smectite dehydration (Bruce, 1984), or gypsum to anhydrite (Heard and Rubey,

1966), (5) Organic material maturation (Hedberg, 1974), (6) aquathermal expansion of

water due to the temperature variations (Levorsen, 1954), (7) intrusion of gas and water

expelled from magmatic intrusion (Platt, 1962), (8) osmotic membrane phenomena

(Hanshaw and Zen, 1965), (9) thick shale-sand sequences with the sand to shale ratio less

than 15% (Harkins and Baugher, 1969), and (10) other special cases.

Among all the possible mechanisms, the overburden effect of continuous

sediment loading at fast sedimentation rates, and clay phase changes contribute most to

the geopressuring in the Gulf of Mexico region. Jones (1969) concluded that the Neogene

deltaic and netric marine deposits in the northern Gulf of Mexico Basin form regional

aquifer systems in which pore pressure, salinities and temperatures do not compare with

those in the older sedimentary basins. Rapidly buried sand and clay sequences, sealed off

by growth faults, remain undercompaeted and contain abnormally high pore pressures (up

to 0.95 times the overburden pressure). Such high pressures force saline formation waters



toward normally pressured aquifers. The intervening clay beds act like membrane filters

to freshen the water, which subsequently dilutes the receiving aquifers. Subsidence and

temperature cause diagenesis of montmorillonite to illite. The released fresh water of

crystallization either remains in the transformed clay under high pressure because the

adjacent sand beds are already geopressured, or flows to and dilutes normally pressured

aquifers. Osmotic pressures, which are generated by the membrane-like clays and which

may be responsible for halting or even reversing these flows, are considered the dominant

factor in the preservation of abnormal high pressures.

Elastic Properties and Seismic Reflectivity of the Geopressured Formation

In seismology, the seismic wave that propagates in a porous media is dominated

by the acoustic wave equation given by:

d2P V_ = -__
where _ represents --_, is the Laplace operator, V_ _gx2d_+-_-q-+d_ o3za,d2

P is

the pressure derived from the source, p = p(x, y, Z, t), V is the velocity that the wave

propagates in the media, V = V(x,y,z). It is Vp in P-wave case, and V, for the S-

wave. The equation can be simplified to the following form if only the reflection and

transmission of a plane pressure wave at normal incidence is considered (Ziolkowski and

Fokkema, 1986):

d 2p(z,t) = V 2d 2p(z,t)
dt_ &2 " (12)

Consider a plane wave at the normal incidence to a plane interface (Figure-2). We

can solve the above equation in the frequency domain in terms of the reflection (Rp) and

transmission (Tp) coefficients of the pressure wave as:

Rp= p_V2- pIVt (13)
p_V_+ptVt'

and
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Tp= 2p2V2 . (14)
p2V2+plVl

The amplitude (displacement) of the reflected wave is then given by:
-Rd

At= (15)
p2 coV2'

where j-_-1, COis angular frequency. It is obvious that the reflection wave

amplitude is positively proportional to the reflection coefficient. Because the reflection

coefficient is a function of the acoustic impedance contrast (the difference of the product

of density times wave propagating velocity of the media above and below the reflection

interface), it is necessary to start our investigation of the relation between geopressured

sediments and seismic reflection amplitude with the elastic properties of geopressured

formations.

From Biot's theory (Biot, 1956), Geertsma (1961)developed basic functions for

compressional-wave velocity as a function of frequencies. In the case of reflection

seismic method exploration, the Geertsma's equation for zero-frequency can be used to

represent the P-wave velocity function, because the seismic wavelength is much greater

than pore dimensions. The expression accounts for the variation in velocity due to fluid

type and allows for variation with differential pressure, which is defined as the difference

between the external (overburden) pressure and internal fluid pressure (also known as the

effective pressure in Terzaghi's paper). The equation given by Geertsma (1961) for

compressional or P-wave velocity Vp at zero frequency in a fluid-filled porous media is:
1

V, = +--4Gb + (16)
3 (1- ¢-fl)c, + ¢c/

where

cs is the compressibility of the reservoir matrix material,

c_ is the compressibility of empty reservoir bulk material,

cl is the compressibility of the fluid, and the last



is the ratio between c, and cb, [3 = c--L,
¢b

Gb is the shear modulus of the reservoir bulk material, it is given by:

Gb= 3(1-2V)=V2pb ' where V is Poison's ratio, that is given by the
2Cb(1+ v)

 E'Fequation: V = 2 (r_ - 1) ' where r_ , and

pb is a weighted-by-volume average of the constituent densities given by the equation

(Domenico, 1974)

pb = (1- O)ps+ q_S,,,pw+ (1- Sw)p (17)

where

pb is the bulk density;

pw is water density;

is the fraction porosity of the media,

Sw is the fraction volume of the pores filled with water;

ps is grain-matrix density, and

p is gas density psand/or oil density/9o.

The shear velocity in the porous medium is given by (Geertsma, 1961):
1

= (18)
kP_)

The shear modulus Gb is considered the same as the matrix shear modulus,

because the fluid saturation does not affect the grain matrix shear modulus if there is no

chemical interaction between the pore fluids and rock matrix. Therefore, the variation of

shear velocity is depending on the variation of the bulk density.

Many other elastic constants are useful in describing the characteristics of the fluid

saturated sedimentary rocks, such as Poisson's ratio, it is an indicator of the fluid

saturation and consolidation status of sedimentary rocks. The bulk modulus (K) is an



gas occurrence: K=p/Vp 2f --4V,2|, "_ Young's Modulus is:excellent indicator of

\ 3 J

E 9pV'2r22 K
= 3R22 + 1 , where r2= _), andthe rigidity modulusis://= pVs2.

Laboratory studies of the elastic properties of the sedimentary rocks and

unconsolidated sediments have established realistic relationship between the laboratory

models and the earth model. For example, Gregory (1976) examined various consolidated

sandstone samples and conclude that the compressional-wave and shear-wave velocity,

and bulk density are the functions of porosity, pore pressure, fluid saturation,

cementation, age, and temperature. Based on the observations made under controlled

conditions in the laboratory, the patterns of these factors affecting elastic constants were

generalized. The compressional-wave and shear-wave velocities as functions of porosity,

confining pressure, and fluid saturation (including gas saturation) are shown in Figure-3.

The porosity of sedimentary rock is the most important factor affecting velocities, the

confining pressure the second. Further the effects of fluid saturation can be directly

related to elastic constants only under the conditions where porosity and the confining

pressures are known (Figure-4, Figure-5, and Figure-6). P-wave velocity as functions of

each factor is clearly illustrated by these figures. The bulk density decreases with the

increases of porosity and fluid saturation (Figure-7), which is in good agreement with the

result from Equation (17) (Domenico, 1974). Further, Domenico (1974, 1976) examined

compressional velocities of consolidated sand reservoirs and the unconsolidated sand

reservoirs with brine-gas mixtures as functions of water saturation (the results are shown

in Figure-8 and Figure-9, respectively). For consolidated sandstone, the P-wave velocity

of oil-sand shows a gradual increase with the increase of water saturation, while that of

the gas-sand slightly decreases with the increase of water saturation up to about 90%,

then abruptly increases to 100% water saturation. Similarly, for unconsolidated

sandstone, the P-wave velocity increases non-linearly with brine saturation. It is nearly

constant from Sw =0 to about 85%, above which it sharply increases to 100% brine

9



saturation. S-wave velocity linearly decreases with the increase of brine saturation, and

the bulk density increases linearly with the increase of brine saturation, which is in good

agreement with Equation (16) of Geertsma's theory.

It is evident that pressure affecting elastic properties through its control over

compaction of sediments, and the effective pressure defined as the difference between

overburden pressure and pore fluid pressure is the predominant factor in controlling

amplitudes over other pressures. Domenico (1974) and Gardner et al. (1974) found that

when both overburden pressure and formation fluid pressure are varied, only the effective

stress, has a significant influence on velocities. As the velocity increases with the increase

of skeleton pressure F (effective stress), the magnitude of velocity increase under low

effective stress is larger than that under high effective stress. When the effective stress

remains constant, the velocity remains constant (Figure-10). However, as the viseousity

of pore fluid is concerned, the compressional wave velocity as a function of confining

pressure and differential pressure (Pd) is not constant when the differential pressure

(P_) is constant, instead, it increases linearly with the increase of confinning pressure

(Figure-l l) (Christensen and Wang, 1985). Equation (9) is applicable in this

circumstance.

The foregoing discussion of how rock porosity, pressure and fluid saturation

affect rock elastic properties is from microscopic scale analysis, i.e., laboratory

expriments were carded out using ultrasonic frequencies ranging from a few hundred

Hertz to a few MegaHertz. The agreement between elastic properties of rock or sediment

samples and poroelastic theory are essential to a better understanding of geological

formations in terms of their elastic properties in a much larger scale and lower frequency

of ensunification. In sedimentary basins, geopressured formations are mostly studied by

using wireline logging data. Gardner et al. (1974) discussed the elastic properties of

consolidation of young sediments in recent basins. Figure-12 shows a representative

curve of velocity versus depth for brine saturated, in-situ sands based on some sonic log (
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at 10 kiloHertz) data. The dotted curve is from laboratorydata for fresh, unconsolidated,

water saturated packing of quartz sand grains at pressures corresponding to the depth,

which indicates what would happen to sands if they are buried without consolidation or

cementation; The divergence of the two curves represents the initial deposition of

sediments. The dashed curve is the time-average velocity (Wyllie, Gregory, and Gardner,

1957) calculated using the average porosity read from well logs. At the shallow depths,

the actual velocity variation represents theprocess of the compaction, and the velocity

itself is less than the time-averaged velocity, but below about 8000 ft, these two curves

agree with each other, this indicates that the sediments have been consolidated and

cemented becomeing sedimentary rocks. The transit time as a function of porosity and

depth illustrates the compaction transition of an unconsolidated clay-sand sequence is

shown in Figure-13. In geopressured formations, sand-shale ratio is usually less than

15%, pore fluid is confined in abnormally high porosity environment, the aspect of

viscous properties of pore fluid is trivial. Pore fluid is considered elastic rather than

viscous, the continuous increasing of overburden pressure increases pore fluid pressure,

which causes the dramatic decrease of effective stress, lower bulk density (comparing

with normally compacted formations at the same depth) and lower interval velocity.

Hottmann and Johnson (1965) presented compressional wave velocity measured in shales

and corresponding fluid pressure with depth. Two empirical relationships with excess

fluid pressure and without excess fluid pressure are found as:
1

oc-[3 ' Z3 ='4 - Blogedt, (19)

and

Z = .4 - B log,dr, (20)

where dt is intervaltravel time in ugft, Z is depth in feet, A = 82,776, B = 15,695, ,Do

is overburden pressure, PI is fluid pressure, ¢x is normal overburden pressure gradient,

and _ is hydrostatic fluid pressure gradient. Figure 14 shows the correlation of these two
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equations, the increase of transit time. clue to the abnormal pressure transition appears to

be significant. Furthermore, many other authors (Fenl and Timko, 1971: Wallace, 1965:

Overton and Tomko, 1969; Dickey, 1969, etc.) have clearly defined the characteristics of

the fully saturated and geopressured formation as the following: 1) abnormally high fluid

pressure, 2) higher porosity: 3) lower interval velocities: 4) lower bulk densities; and 5)

higher temperatures.

Since seismic reflectivity is the function of wave propagating velocity and rock

bulk density, the variation of rock elastic properties in the geopressured formations,

which caused by abnormally high prosity, pressure and fluid saturation, has to introduce

the abnormally behavior of the seismic reflection. It is especially true when the

overpressure transition is recognizable. As it will be shown explicitly in Part II of this

thesis, the geopressure transition is the function of the magnitude of geopressure and the

hydraulic diffussivity of geopressure transition zone, the latter is product of the

permeability times the thickness of geopressured formations. Gregory (1976) illustrated

the seismic reflectivity of compressional and shear waves as functions of confining

pressures and water saturation in chalk samples (Figure-15). The reflection coefficients of

P-waves varied a great deal, ranging from 0.0 to O.13, the range of that of S-waves is

from 0.0 to 0.025. However, they share a similar trend in that amplitudes deduces with

increased pore pressures. The internal reflection of geopressured formations is completely

controlled by lithology, porosity, effective pressure and fluid saturation, Figure-16

(Elliott and Wiley, 1975) shows reflection coefficients as a function of effective pressures

on two interfaces, one of them is an interface between 45% Sw sand and 100% Sw sand,

the other is between 0% Sw sand and 100% Sw sand. By comparison, the reflection

coefficient variations caused by the changes of differential pressure are far greater than

that caused by the changes of fluid saturation. Apparantly, in a geopressured chamber

with various lower effective pressure, high saturation, clay-dominanted sediments, the

internal reflection can be expected to be weak comparing with that of normally

12



compacted formations. This effect in turn causes a seismic reflection "quiet" zone

spatially.Thus, it is practicallypossible to recognize the low reflection_ismic amplitude

in the geopressured formations, and consequently, the quantitativedetermination and

evaluation of geopressured formations by coupling the well data and seismic data

becomes feasible, since the lithology, pore fluid pressure, fluid saturationand formation

temperaturecan be obtainedindependentlyusing well data.

13
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Figure-1.Typical pressure-depthplot in a regressivesequence (Dim, 1987). The effective
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Eigm_19. P_¢ md S,wave reflection coefficients as a function of fluid saturation

(water4iO is cb_ sample under confining pressure (Gregory, 1976). With the inc_ase
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ialowerwaterummtion(under20_) condition,thengradually_ fromwaterut-
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PART !1.AcousticGeopressureModelsand_ismic AmplitudeApproach

OeopressureTransitionModels

Geopressuredformationscontain overpressuredpore fluids, thatwant to escape in

all directions. The potential of fluid movement can be described by the aerialdistribution

of the fluid pressure inside the geopressured chambers. Consider a laterally infinite

geopres.suredformation overlainby a low permeabilityseal, and under horizontal tectonic

extension maximumaxial stress is vertical and due to the overburden load of sediments.

Tothefirstorder,thefluidscanbeassumedtoflowonly in the vertical direction, then the

diffusion of overpressuredfluids is analogous to an infinite, continuous, planar source in

the heatconduction problem.The hydraulic head inside _heformation is analogous to the

temperature,whichis governed by the diffusion equation:
o_2H gaH

- ------- (21)
&2 g _'

where H is excess head over normal head at given depth, K is hydraulic conductivity,

S, is specific storage, z is depth, and t is time.

Hydraulicconductivity, K, is defined by Hubben (1940) as:

K kp.= ---g, (22)
r/

wherek ispermeability,p, isdensityof fluid, 8 isgravitationalacceleration,and 17is

viscosityof thefluid. K hastheunitof velocity,forexample,feet/second.

Specific storage, S,, is the propertyof sediments to retain fluids during pressure

variations,and is given by Mello and Karner(1993):

1



s.=pp, PP: = (.g, - (23)
=1-¢ (p,-p,)(I-¢)"

I dV
where _t, = --- is thebulkcompressibility,g is gravitationalacceleration,_ isv dp,,

I_)rosity,/3/ is pore fluid density./_, = d_-0_-_, is theporecompressibility,p, is rock

density, c is the porositydecay rate(assuming porosityexponentiallydecays with depth).

and P, is effective pressure.The specific storage is defined as the ma.¢_of fluid released

from or taken into a unit volume of sediment when the hydraulic head in the volume

changes an unitamount.The specific storagedecreaseswith thedecrease of the porosity.

S, has units of l/length.

Similar to the solution of heat conduction equation, the head of fluid flow in a

porousmedia is thensolved as:

H(z,t)=/4,= H,.e , (24)

where/4,isexcessfluidpressureatdepthz andattimet afterleakagehassta_, 14,

is initialexcessfluidpressure,and err is the errorfunction,given as

The geopressure. P,,,,. is the sum of hydrostaticpressure and excess pressure,

and it can be explicitly expressed as:

P_.,(z,t) = P_,,.(zo + z,t) + H,(z.t). (25)

Provided that the hydrostatic pressure gradient is 0.465 psi/ft (in the northernGulf of

Mexico Basin Dickinson, 1959), the geopressure can be expressed in foot-pound-second

measurementsystem as (Seo, 1978):
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where P_ is thegeopressurein uniL,_of pound/ft2. Gt,,,r is the pressuregradient inside

thegeopressuredzone in unitsof i_)unds/ft3, zocanbe consideredto be thedepthto the

top-of-geopressuretraJzsitionin unitsof feet.

The mechanism of geopressuring is essentially a scaling process of the further

geopressuring of fluids competing with other fluids escaping from the geopressured

formation. It is clear that the magnitude of geopressuring and the thickness of the

geoprcssure transition zone arc controlled by the hydraulic conductivity, K, the elapsed

time since leakage began, t, and the fluid viscosity, /1 (scc F,quations 23 and 24). The

relationship between pressure, depth and hydraulic conductivity under a constant

sedimentation rate is shown in Figure-iT (Bredebeoft and Hanshaw, 1968). In their

model simulation, geopressure can be generated if f is less than 10.6 cm/scc, and a

lowest hydraulic conductivity of f=10 "9 cm/sec can produce hard geopressure

approaching the lithostatic. The relationship between hydraulic conductivity and elapse

time under constant specific storage of shale is demonstrated in Figure-18 (Sco, 1978).

The combination of larger hydraulic conductivity and longer elapse time produces thicker

geopressure transition zones regardless of the magnitude of geoprcssurc. Figure-19 (Sco,

1978) further illustrated the relationship between the thickness of the geoprcssure

transition and the product of hydraulic conductivity times elapsed time, the factors of

hydraulic conductivity and the elapsed time arc integrated into an effective parameter

( K* t), so that the thickness of the transition increases non-linearly with the increase of

this effective parameter.

recently summarized by Hunt (1990) and Powley (1990), about 80% of the

geopressured basins of the world appears to be controlled by low permeability seals.



The_ ,,_als usually consists oI"single bands of low permeability rock or alternating zones

of high and low permeability n_k, such a,_the _als consisting of low permeability shale

and silt interbcdded with ._nd in the offshore Louisiana, Gulf of Mexico region (Tigert

and Ai.Shaieb, 1990). This type of seal usually forms thicker geopressure transition

zones due to poor sealing capability (me Figure-18 and Figure-19). In our study area, the

thickness of the geoprcssure transitions range from a few hundred feet (usually on foot

wall of growth faults) to several thousand feet in hanging wall depocenters (Figure-2()).

The thickness and magnitude of the geopressure transitions allow us to distinguish

geopressure changes from lithology and sequence boundaries in reflection seismic

surveys. Since the low frequency component of the reflection due to the elastic transition

caused by pressuring is superimposed upon the discrete refiecdons on seismic records, we

can develop an appropriate method to extract geopressure-related seismic amplitude

changes in conventional seismic surveys.

Seismic Reflections from Transition Zones

The transition of the pore fluid pressure from hydrosTtaticto overpressured can be

recognized by the variations in formation porosity, effective stress, bulk density, interval

transit time, salinity, electric resistivity, and temperature in well logs. This multiplicity

produces accuracy in the determination of top-of-geopressure from well logs. In

exploration seismology, Wolf (1937) first simulated the reflection from velocity

transitions by assuming constant density at normal incidence (See Figure-21). He derived

the reflection coefficient of the transition layer as:
1

___

R = .21 +-2 7'¢oth(7' log k)' (27)



¸where l = , and y : ., k is ratio of ve!_:ities of the twolayersabove(k-l)u
and below the transition layer, tl is thickness of the transition layer, j = "_-1, and

0.}= 2 ;/tf, is angularfrequency.

Wolf alsoderivedthe frequency fo at which R becomeszero, this frequencyis

termedthecut-off frequencyfor reflect_ is, andis given by:
I

Figure-22 demonstrated the relationship between reflection coefficient R and the

frequency ratio (_/_0) in three transition models with different velocity ratios, k. It is

clearly seen that large velocity ratios produce large reflection coefficients at all frequency

ranges, and the reflection coefficients are proportional to the velocity ratios. The cut-off

frequency, f0, is inversely proportional to the thickness of the transition layer.

After computing discrete reflections and their multiples, Bortfeld (1959) concluded that

the velocity transition layer has the properties of a linear filter, because the analytic

solution of seismic response has the form of superposition integral. However, a serious

change of shape of the incident wave is inevitable. So far, not much has been done with

this recognized phase change across the transition layer. Based on the above works, we

conclude that geopressure transitions are in fact low frequency pass linear filters that

must produce serious amplitude band phase changes in reflected seismic survey.

In summary, the frequency dependence of geopressure transitions can be

illustrated by varying the thickness and impedance contrast of the transition zone. By

solving the diffusion equation and the wave propagation equation in a medium with linear

velocity transition, Seo (1978) established two groups of geopressure transition models

and examined their seismic responses (Figure-23a). It is evident that the thickness of

geopressure transitions controls the frequency content of the seismic respond, and that

the increase of thickness lowers the cut-off frequency (Figure-23b). This result agrees



with the conclusion drawn from Wolf's research. The increase of transition magnitude

makes the frequency spectrum whiter, while the increase of velocity ratio increases the

reflection amplitude of the frequency spectrum.

Reflection Seismic Data and Geopressured Formations

Reflection seismic data acquired by geophysical surveying companies are

commonly in the frequency range of 6 to 60 Hz. The data that are stacked and sometimes

migrated are considered to be the best representative of the earth model in time. In

modern exploration seismic data processing, the amplitudes have been carefully treated to

preserve the original relativity in order to better image oil and gas reservoirs. The best

preserved amplitude of seismic traces stimulated by a normal incident wave is termed

relatively true amplitude (because it is not true amplitude). The seismic acquisition and

processing procedures and parameters shown in Figure-24 were used to process the

seismic survey used in our study.

Like many inverse problems, the fuzzy nature of the geophysical information is

the major challenge in inferring changes in a formation parameter such as geopressure

from the variations of seismic amplitude, since the impedance model of the subsurface

that can be derived from band-limited and noise-contaminated seismic data is inherently

nonunique (Lindseth, 1979; Oldenburg, et al., 1983; Gelfand and Lamer, 1984). Even the

exact impedance were alike to be recovered, the amplitude is still not uniquely

responding to the contribution from geopressured formations.

Based on the filtering effect of transition zones, it is apparent that the low

frequency components contain the largest contribution from the geopressure transition. In

order to resolve the low frequency component of the seismic waveforms, complex trace

analysis (Taner et al., 1979) is applied to the conventional seismic data.



A real seismic signal is a causal time series, and as such it can be considered to be

the real component of a complex trace which can be uniquely calculated under usual

conditions. Taner, Koehler, and Sheriff (1979) illustrated that, for a given seismic trace

f (t), a complex trace can be calculated as :

F(t)= f(t)+jf'(t) (29)

where f'(t) is the quadrature trace, and is uniquely determined from f(t) by requiring

that f' (t):

1) be determined from f(t) by a linear convCution operation, and

2) reduces to phase representation if f(t) is a sinusoid, that is, f" (t) = Asin(tot + 0)

if f(t) = Acos(ogt + 0) for all real values of A, 0 and all to>0.

Under these conditions, f'(t) can be uniquely determined for any function f(t) which

can be represented by a Fourier series or Fourier integral. The Hilbert transform (Rabiner

and Gold, 1975) is commonly used to compute the quadrature seismic trace, which is

given analytically as:

f'(r) 1p.v.f+_?f(t)dt. (30)7r T-t

where P. V. __+? is the Cauchy principle value, and

]. (31)

Since real seismic traces are digital signals, the discrete form of the Hilbert

transform is expressed as:
., jnn

f'(t) :::/ _,f(t-nAt) 1--e'--
/17n_--., rt

f N

^ . sin2t zrn] ,
n¢O, (32)

:'(t) = ,Ef t- nat) 2 ;
7Ca=-., t't

where At is the sample interval of seismic trace. Once the complex trace is obtained,

Equation (18)can be rewritten:



F(t) = f (t) + if" (t) = A(t)e _°_°, (33)

where the amplitude of complex trace is called the instantaneous amplitude, reflection

strength,
1

A(t) = [f2 (t) + f'_ (t)] 7. (34)

It measures the reflectivity strength, and is proportional to the total energy of the seismic

signal at each instant in time.

The phase function of the complex trace is called instantaneous phase, which can

be solved by:

It is a measureof continuityof events on a seismic prone.

The temporalrateof change of the instantaneous phase:

dO(t) =co(t). (36)
dt

It can also be expressed in the form •

f(t) df'(t) f'(t) df(t)
co(t) = dt dt . (37)

f2(t)+ f'2(t)

The application of complex seismic trace analysis to conventional seismic traces

has revealed that the instantaneous amplitude is the envelope function of the seismic

trace. It is the robust, smoothed, polarity-independent measure of the energy in the trace

at a given time (Robertson and Nogarni, 1983). The envelope reflects low frequency

falteringof the amplitude variations, and therefore, can be applied to extract the amplitude

variations that are caused by elastic changes attributed to pressure transition zones.

Previous Geopressure Predicting Methodologies



There have been several attempts to predict the top-of-geopressure from ,seismic

reflection data. Reynolds (197{)) and Pennebaker (1978) used P-wave velocity analysis to

predict and evaluate the geopressures of the offshore Gulf Coast area. They used an

expected P-wave velocity increase with depth so normally pressured sedimentary rocks

and the actual velocity data from seismic data processing to observe the departure

i between these two velocity curves, The divergent depth of two velocity curves is taken by

them as the depth of the top-of-geopressure. Pennebaker also successfully accomplished

quantitative evaluation on the magnitude of geopressured formations by calibrating with

the mud weight and logging data. Velocity and density anomalies associated with thin

transitions from normal pressures to overpressures (usually thinner than a full wave

length, 50 ft) produce a sharp impedance boundary, that in turn, causes a strong reflection

event (Kan, 1990). In his method, a synthetic seismogram is generated from well logs in

the vicinity of the seismic reflection profile to predict the amplitude and phase changes of

the reflector that marks the top-of-geopressure surface. As discussed in Part I of this

thesis, Poisson's ratio as a function of compressional- to shear-wave velocity can be

produced from the use of first traditional, and then shear seismic sources on land, or from

the prediction of pseudo-shear velocity logs from other physical property logs in the

offshore. It has proven to be an useful technique to predict the top-of-geopressure surface.

However, to date, no reliable technique for mapping the location of the top-of-

geopressure from the surface exists where no well exist.

A well must be drilled into the overpressured formations before excess pore

pressures can be detected. The weight of drilling mud required to prevent blow-out is

often used to determine the occurrence of top-of-geopressure. A more accurate detecting

technique is to observe the increase in porosity of formations from well logs such as

sonic, density, or resistivity logs. Figure-25 demonstrates how the top-of-geopressure is

located on such logs. The significant increase of the porosity in the geopressured

formations is the fundamental fact on which most geophysical methods of predicting or



detecting excess fluid pressures are based. Our seismic amplitude analysis method honors

these some physical property changes in geopressured formations that are measured in

wells.

New Seismic Amplitude Analysis Method

The present art of attempting to identify specific reflectors from the top-of-

geopressure often misses the onset of geopressure because the thickness of the transition

from normally pressured to overpressured formations can vary widely over short distance

(Greenburg, 1989; Anderson and He, 1992). In such areas, changes of instantaneous

attributes in the reflected seismic energy are also observed across the top-of-geopressure.

Our methodology for the detection of these "attribute" anomalies is to apply a series of

digital transforms in the time domain to reflection seismic traces. By applying these

transforms, the instantaneous amplitude and frequency anomalies produced by

transitional changes in impedance across the top-of-geopressure surface can be separated

from the reflections caused by normal discrete events, and a special kind of amplitude or

reflection strength traces can be generated, within which the top-of-geopressure becomes

recognizable.

The new method consists of the following processing steps:

1) Hilbert transforming seismic traces and computing the first reflection strength

traces corresponding to each seismic trace;

2) Performing waveform smoothing an the first reflection strength traces to

derived smoothed reflection strength traces;

3) Hilbert transforming the smoothed reflection strength traces a second time and

computing the second reflection strength traces corresponding to the seismic traces; and
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4) hlentifying the uppermostdistinct subsurface boundarybetween high and low

amplitudecomponents of the resultantsecond reflectionstrengthtraces as being the top-

of-geopressuresurface.

This is similarto cepstrumanalysis, and is aneffective low pass filter of seismic

amplitude spectrum. The length of the Hilbert transforming operator must be longer

enough to preserve better amplitude variations of seismic traces. Since the operatoris

essentially a phase shift filter, the coefficients of this type of filter drops off very slowly

(Claerbout,1985), the length of the Hilben operatoris recommended to be 250 samples

(equivalent to a 1.0 second time window for a seismic trace with a sample rate of 4

millisecond). The performance of waveform smoothing in time domain is critical to

mapping the thickness of the geopressure transition zones. Before performing the

smoothing, we have tested possible extreme models of geopressure transition zones in

our area of interest, the offshore Louisiana Gulf of Mexico, and determined the

appropriatelength and type of smoothing window to use. Generally, a 9-point Welsh

window, a Harmingwindow, a Parzon window, or a linear window give similar and

reasonable results for medium to thick geopressure transition zones. During our

interpretationof the locationof top-of-geopressure,we have comparedourseismic results

with the observations from 145 wells thatpenetrate the geopressuretransitionzones.

Application to Single Seismic Traceand Well Data

In orderto verify our amplitudetechnique, a synthetic seismogram_igure-26a)

was generated by convolving a seismic wavelet with a reflection coefficient series

derived from sonic and bulk density logs of well No. 1 in Eugene Island Block 331

(location in Figure-25). Our amplitude analysis technique was then applied to the

synthetic seismogram to predict the location of the top-of-geopressure. For comparison,

we selected a real seismic trace (Figure-26b) at the exact coordinates of this well from a

11



3D seismic survey in the study area, and performed the same procedure using the same

parametersto predict the location of the top-of-geopressure. The amplitude spectra were

calculated i%rthe two seismic traces respectively at each processing stage to compare the

results (Figure-27a and 27b). The band-limited property of seismic traces is clearly seen.

The instantaneous amplitude of the two series are shown in Figure-28a and 28b. The

amplitude envelopes of the two seismic traces delineate strong reflection events. Their

amplitude spectrum are shown in Figure-29a and 29b. The smoothed instantaneous

amplitude of the two traces are shown in Figure-30a and Figure-30b. Their amplitude

spectrum are shown in Figure-3la and Figure-3 lb. Finally, Figures 32a and 32b illustrate

the second instantaneous amplitude of the smoothed reflection strengths of the two traces,

and Figure-33a and Figure-33b show their amplitude spectrum.

The amplitude spectra shown in Figure-27 (a and b) and Figure-29 (a and b)

indicate that our complex trace analysis is an efficient low frequency pass filter.The high

frequency limits of the two traces are dramatically reduced to less than 30 Hz after the

extraction. However, the instantaneous amplitude traces preserve the strong reflections

fromboth discrete events and transition zones. The moving-window smoothing is the key

to fiAteringout the reflections from discrete events and distinguishing the low frequency

information from the geopressure zone. As Figure-30a and Figure-30b show, the

waveform shapes of the primarystrong reflectors are smoothing effect widely, and their

amplitude spectra (Figure-31a and 31b) indicate further reduction of the primary

frequency towards 0 Hz. The smoothing process has also successfully grouped the

reflections from normally pressured formations in the shallow depths (A) and from

overpressured formations (B) (Figure-30a and 30b). The second complex trace analysis

was then applied to distinguish the primary amplitude boundary between the normally

compacted and pressured formations. The low-pass property of the process is not of

further significance, instead the shapes of the primaryreflectors from the last process are

sharpened (Figure-32a, Figure-32b, Figure-33a, and Figure-33b).

12



The top-of-geopressure is then predicted as the on the resultant amplitude traces

(Figure-32a and Figure-32b), the picks agree with each other, as well as the geopressure

detection from the well logs (Figure-25). This result validated the feasibility of the

amplitude analysis technique to predict the top-of-geopressure directly from seismic

amplitude.
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Hgure-22. The relationship betweea _n, _cient R and fractional frequency (f/fo).
where fois the cut-off _ g_es _ _on (28) for each transition model. The constant k
is the velocity ratio betweet _ _ md above the transition layer, the larger k value
produces larger re_ _ _ded that the thickness of transition is constant.
The cut-off _ncy b _ lmxlominantly by the thickness of the transition layer.
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Figure-24. The field aquisition and proczs_g parameters of the 2D seismic data set used in

South EugeneIsland area (adapted from Hallibt_rton Geophysical Services, Inc.). The am-
plitude recovery processing has bec_ _lished to preserve the relativity of reflection
amplitude. ,-
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Parti11.Applicationof the new techniqueto the Pleistocene,offshore l._misiana,

Gulf of Mexico Basin

RegionalGeology

The deposititionaipatternsin OffshoreTexas-Louisianain the Cenozoicare

dominatedby theabundantsupplyof terrigenousclasficsandprominent,progradational

deposidonalstyles.The thicknessof Cenozoicprogradafionallydepositedsandstone

(sand)andshalereachedabout12000meter,andthe thicknessof the Pleistocenein

OffshoreLouisiana alone reachedmore than 3000 meter. The time durationfor

depositionof sucha thicksedimentpile isonlyabout5.3 m. y. (Galloway,et al., 1991).

Thefastsedimentationratehaspushedtheshorelineandshelfbreakrapidlyto thesouth.

As the majorPlio-Pleistocenedepocentersof northernGulf of Mexicobasin,Offshore

Texas-Louisianadevelopedwidelydistributedregionalgeopressurealongthecontinental

shelfof northernGulf of Mexico,becausethesedimentscouldnotcompactfastenough

shale"seals"(Mello, et al., 1993).Many efforts havebeenmadeto map the top of

geopres,suresurfaceby theoil industryandacademiasincethediscoveryandproduction

of hydrocarbonsin this province.We havetestedournewtechniqueto mapthe topof

geopressuresurfaceina rectangulararea54miles(east-wcs;t) by 25.5miles (north-south)

intheEugeneIslandareaof offshoreLouisiana(Figure-34).

Preparationofseismicdataset

Our test survey dimensions were determined by a 2D reflection seismic survey

donated by Halliburton Geophysical Services, Inc. in 1990. The intervals between

crosslines (north-south oriented) and inlines (east-west oriented) of the survey are
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approximately 2 miles and 4 miles respectively. There are a total of 11() seismic lines

intersecting each other in the 2D survey. The survey has been carefully proces_d to

preserve the relativity of its reflection amplitude (see Figure-21 for the processing

procedure and corresponding parameters). The post-staking and migrated seismic dataset

was then loaded on to a SUN workstation running CAEX (Computer Aided Exploration)

software provided by Landmark Graphics Corporation. Our new technique is applied to

the seismic data through the Landmark Batch Control Monitor (BCM TM) post-staking

seismic data processing software. The interpretation and mapping of the top of

geopressur¢ surface is accomplished by using Landmark interactive software SeisWorks

2D/3D.

Seismic data analysis

Seismic profiles were filtered step by step in accordance to the procedure

described in Part II. Figure-35 shows a conventional seismic relative amplitude profile

(Line GE-6063A) displayed in variable density (Figure-35). The seismic amplitude has

been dynamically scaled to the range of- 128 to 127 db, blue represents positive polarity

and red represents negative polarity. Seismic "quiet" zones can be seen in the time

window from 1500 ms to 3000 ms. Faults are interpreted, and three wells are projected

(criteria distance < 1000 ft) onto the seismic section. Two wells penetrated the top of

geopressure surface (marked as geopressure well tops). Resistivity (red curves) and

Gamma ray (green) logs are also displayed along well bores. Major growth faults offset

stratigraphic sequences sometimes more than 1000 ms in two way travel time. Salt

withdrawal and diapirs can also be seen on the seismic section.

Applying our amplitude analysis technique to Line GE-6063A, Figure-36

demonstrated the top of geopressure is interpretable on the second instantaneous

amplitude profile. Red represents high amplitude and green represents low amplitude, the
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dynamic range has been scaled to 0 to 127 DB. The top of geopressure surface is

digitized as the uppermost boundary between high amplitude and low amplitude regimes.

It is displayed as dark blue interface which crosses stratigraphic and lithologic interfaces,

but is genarally thought to approximate shale sealing surfaces (Alexander and Flemings,

1993). This surface is also mapped across growth faults adopted from Figure-35, and the

spatial agreement between the offsets in the geopressure surface and fault segments is

well demonstrated. Agreement between the geopressure surface and available well tops is

also observed (Figure-37). However, almost all of the geopressure well tops are calibrated

from fluid pressure gradients instead of overpressure itself. This may be problematic

when there is large discrepancy between the top of geopressure predicted from seismic

amplitude and well tops. In such a case, the well tops are considered as reference instead

of control points in order to preseerve the consistency of the seismic amplitude technique.

The same procedure is then applied to all other seismic lines of the test survey. Finally, a

top of geopressure surface interpreted with faults was generated in two-way travel time

(ms) (Figure-38) (the color bar reflects travel time, red represents deep and blue (purple)

represents shallow high relief).

The interpreted top of geopressure surface in two-way travel time was then

interpolated into a 500 feet by 500 feet mesh using Landmark SeisWorks/3D software. A

time to depth conversion was accomplished by passing this time surface grid through a

3D velocity data cube in the study area from Energy Analyst, Inc. The depth to top of

geopressure surface derived from our seismic amplitude technique is displayed in Figure-

39, the color bar displayed on the right represents the depth range from 4000 ft (blue) to

11000 ft (red or purple). Faults are displayed as white polygons, and they separate the

various geopressure compartments. Thus, the regional depth to the top of geopressure

surface (Figure-39) is obtained as the final product of this research. This is an important

hydrodynamic surface in the Plio-.Pleistocene, Gulf of Mexico, with some of the largest

oil fields in the United States mapped against the faults and downdip to the geopressure
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highs. Figure-40 illustrated the topographic gradient in north-south direction of the

interpreted top-of-geopressure surface overlaid by the oil and gas fields (green and red

areas) in the Eugene Island area. The oil and gas fields occur in the areas with larger

topographic gradients (red or dark blue). This is because that in the younger Tertiary

basins, the fast sedimentation rate leads to fast compaction, restricted fluid escaping,

accompanied with the large amount of fluid released from smactite to illite transformation

and the hydrocarbon generation, this top-of-geopressure surface becomes the most

important hydrodynamic subsurface. Its topographic relives is significantly related to the

periodic bursts of the captured fluids along large growth faulting systems, the released

fluids migrate upwards and laterally to fill up the shallower reservoirs, and form large oil

and gas fields fight above the top-of-geopressure surface (Anderson, et al., 1991). This

scenario is typical in the Northern Gulf of Mexico Basin.

Analysis of Predicting Accuracy and Reliability

The accuracy and reliability of our seismic reflection strength prediction of the

top-of-geopressure surface is investigated through comparison with that detected from

well logs. Figure-41 shows the depth to top of geopressure, derived solely by detected

depth to the pressure gradient of 0.65 psi/ft from 145 wells penetrating the geopressure

transition zones. The wells are annotated as black squares on the map. When compared

with Figure-39, the two surfaces generally show good agreement in terms of topographic

features, with the topographic highs and lows matching each other fairly well over the

whole area, except in the areas with complex geological structures, such as some fault

zones and salt diapirs and withdrawals (Figure-43).

The depth discrepancy (depth to top of geopressure derived from seismic

reflection strength subtracted from the depth to top geopressure derived from well tops)

of the two surfaces is shown in Figure-42, red and purple represent the areas where our



reflection strength top of geopressure surface is deeper than that detected by wells. Blue

and green represent areas where the well detected top of geopressure is deeper than the

seismic reflection depth. Spatially, the depth discrepancies mostly fall in the range of

-2000 ft to +2000 ft, but the predicted top of geopressure surface from seismic reflection

strength is generally somewhat deeper than that derived from well tops. The histogram of

the discrepancy between the two surfaces (Figure-44) is a biased Gaussian distribution,

with the center of the distribution at Dd = 510 feet. The standard deviation of the

prediction over the whole study area is +/- 735.0 feet when compared with 0.65 psi/ft iso-

pressure gradient surface from the wells. The crossplot of the two geopressure surfaces

(Figure-45) illustrates a linear correlation with an error range about +/- 1500 feet (+/- 2

S.D.). The linear intersects the vertical axis at 5250 feet. This implies that the top of

geopressure surface predicted from seismic reflection strength is not necessarily an iso-

pressure-gradient surface. Physically, the behavior of seismic reflection strength is a

function of wave propagation velocities and bulk densities, these two variables in turn are

functions of mineralogy, porosity, pore fluid pressure, and fluid saturation. Therefore, the

amplitude analysis method is more sensitive to excess fluid pressure rather than to the

magnitude of pressure gradient itself.

Discussion and Conclusions

Although discrepancies existing, our eismic amplitude analysis approach to

regional prediction of the top of geopressure can be applied to seismic surveys to detect

pore fluid pressure variations from the surface prior to drilling. This is especially true for

Tertiary basins that contain sand and shale sequences as the dominant lithologies, since

the elastic muduli of such sediments can be considered functions of porosities, pressures,

and fluid saturation. The application of our seismic amplitude method to the study area

has suggested that predicted depth to top of geopressure may be in fact the top of

5



undercompaction surface, since the predicting theory is based on the elasticity of

sediments, and among all the controlling factors, porosity is the most dominant factor.

Leftwich (1992) independently pointed out that the begining of the top of geopressure

may be several hundred feet (up to 600 meters) shallower than the top of

undercompaction.

The top of geopressure detected from well logs is the top of undercompaction

theoretically, since well logs (such as resistivity, bulk density, and sonic logs) measure

the porosity variations. More important, the iso-pressure-gradient surface has

topographic variations, it is not isobaric in terms of pore fluid pressure.

The complexity of sedimentary structures can also be a cause for the predicted

discrepancy. As shown in Figure-41 and Figure-42, the large residual between the two

geopressure surfaces follows the salt topography. The impact of salt structures may have

misled the geopressure interpretation. To solve this problem, an accurate top of salt

topography can be very helpful.

Although there are many aspects in our new seismic amplitude technique for

mapping top of geopressure that need further investigation and verification (from post-

staking seismic data processing to geopressure gradient models, to the final

interpretation), the method is found to be useful within the observed accuracy and

reliability. In summary, we conclude the following:

1) Rock elastic property studies are essential to establish a framework to model

and investigate the fluid pressure evolution in sedimentary basins. The elastic muduli of

geopressured formations (in say sand-shale sequence) versus depth fit transitional models

due to the transitional effects of porosity, pressure, and fluid saturation versus depth.

2) The understanding of the geopressure evolution and its behavior is critical to

accurate prediction of the regional top of geopressure surface. The. thickness and

magnitude of the geopressure transition are functions of hydraulic conductivity, elapsed



time since leakage, and fluid viscosity. The top of undercompaction and the top of

geopressure are offset each other when the seal is not completely impermeable.

3) Prediction of seismic reflection strength from simple transition models can be

used to simulate the seismic reflection characteristics of geopressured formations in

reality. A simple transition model of geopressure can be established from sonic and bulk

density logs in the study area. and its frequency response (e.g. amplitude spectrum) is

then to further process seismic reflection data (CDP).

4) Carefully processed reflection strengths derived from the amplitude-preserved,

conventional seismic reflection data can be utilized to predict the regional top of

geopressure surface. We have manipulated the conventional reflection data to extract the

second reflection strength. On the resultant seismic profiles, the top of geopressure

surface can be interpreted by correlating the uppermost boundary between high amplitude

and low amplitude regimes.

5) The application of the new seismic amplitude method to the Pleistocene,

offshore Louisiana, Gulf of Mexico has proved to be successful. The comparison of our

predicted top of geopressure surface with 0.65 psi/ft iso-pressure-gradient surface derived

from well logs has been shown to have a standard deviation of +/- 735.0 feet (with a

Gaussian distribution). We do not yet know hoe well this technique will perform in

carbonate or other lithologies that are more complex acoustically.

6) The predicted top of geopressure surface does not follow an iso-pressure-

gradient surface per se. Instead, it follows either the top of undercompaction or an

isobaric surface. This point also needs to be investigated further.
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Figure-34. The studyarea is colorexlas orangeareain theoffshore Texas-Louisiana.Notice the
shelf breakis just south of the areaof intcrst.
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Figure-40. The horizontal topographic 8r_ient of the predicted top of geopressure sm'fe_-_:_f]_tioll atrength. The gradient is

calculated along positive Y direction (no--g), faults are smoothed out. Dark color (b_. ,_fl!_) Tepresents the topography
of the top of geopressure surface up-dipping towards north, whereas warm color (red and y.4Hl_l_):_ts the topography up-
dipping towards south. The oil (m,3rkedas solid green in the overlaying tran_y) and _'fj__ :as solid red in the trans-
parency) fields are located in where the topographic gradient is small (close to 0). This indicat_-I_l_t.l_ :hydroca,,bonaccumula-
tion may havebeencloselyrelatedtotheevolutionofthegeopressuring,particularlyinterms.Qf,h.y_,'o_.rbonmigration.
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Task Two- Database Management
Roger N. Anderson. Task Manager

OBJECTIVES: The objectives of this task are to accumulate, archive, and
disseminate the geological information available within the area of research of this
project; networked database creation, generation of new seismic interpretation with high-
tech software, andreal-time visualization of the on-line database.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICALpROGRESS:

2.1 Huid-Flow Monitorin2of IndustryMultinle3,D Seismic Data Sets: We are
currently working wi_ two 3-D seismic surveys, the Texaco/Chevron data set and
thePennzoil et al dataset. Processing of thisdatahas been completedandimage
analysis in volumetricform is being performed. The4-D seismic interpretation
process is in full swing. Task 2 - AttachmentA details the L-DEO/AVS
(AdvancedVisual Systems, Inc.) sub-tasksperformedto date to accomplishthis
task.

2.2 Geolo2ieal Analyses of Industry3-D Seismic Surveys: A comparisonof the
traditional interpretation of the horizons and faults and the _interpreted reflector
horizons and faults has been done. The reinterpreted geologic data has been
converted in Landmark for exporting to other databases. Integration of several
data sets aided in the reassessment of the drilling location and the field
demonstration experiment. Task 2 - Attachment B is L-DEO_dmark Graphics
sub-tasks performedto date to accomplish this task.

Lincoln Pratson is developing computer software for correlating well logs from
Eugene Island area. Goals of the software are to provide an objective and
automatic tool for:

1. Correlate well log responses between well sites throughout the
basin (a task now done using a relatively few well log responses, or
"picks", that equate to stratigraphic surfaces interpreted in seismic
reflection profiles)

2. Determine the age of well log responses through their correlation
with an independent, but related and accurately dated time series,
the Plio-Pleistocene oxygen isotope record (a potential
improvement in age resolution over biostratigraphic markers of
some 10-100 times).

The software will extract high-resolution stratigraphy from the well logs,
constraining depths to stratgraphic horizons, sedimentation rates, and faulting and
fault displacement rates; important information that will also be helpful to the
parallel seismic stratigraphic and modeling studies being made of Eugene Island.
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Task Two - Database Management (continued)
Roger N. Anderson - Task Manager

This software development is proceeding in three phases: phase one is
establishing criteria for correlating two, digital time series (e.g., the well logs);
phase two is developing a means for identifying all possible correlations (without
additional information, there will generally be more than one possible
correlation); and phase three is invoking statistical methodology for rating the
possible correlations from best to worst. Phase one is near completion.
Correlations between test case time series are being achieved through a forward
comparison of amplitude and shape at each pair of points in the two records.
Following further refinement of this technique, phase two and the development of
a method for book-keeping all possible correlations will begin. A strategy for then
statistically ranking the correlations in phase three has been decided upon, and
will be implemented following the completion of phases one and two.

2.3 Real-Time Visualization of Database: Our real-time database is currently
on-line. We have assembled the hardware and software necessary to attain the
reservoir information management system. Currently, L-DEO, LSU, PSU, and
Cornell have the capability of sharing data and results. Each database is updated
daily to insure the latest version of the database is accessible. We are in the
process of loading the system with currently held data. All of the field
demonstration experiment data is planned to be stored and accessible on this
system. All new data acquired will be added to the database. Task2 -
Attachment C is L-DEO/LSU/Cornell/PSU/HyperMedia sub-tasks performed to
date to achieve this task.

2.4 3-D Interpretation of the Shell 3-D Seismic Data; We expect the Shell 3-D
seismic survey to be received by April 1994. Currently, we have no information
to report on this sub-task.

2.5 Kc_tbrmatData Volurn¢_ for Simulation: Task 2.5 will be accomplished in
Phase II of this project.



Task 2 - Attachment A
LDEO - AVS Report

for Quarterly Technical Progress ,Report

Robin Reynolds and Ed Bagdonas Time period: Nov. 92 - Oct. 93

OBJF_TIVE$

4-D Seismic Interpretation
Our goal is to research and develop 3-D volume processing algorithms and volumetric attribute
analysis algorithms which will identify significant seismic amplitude changes in one region over
time.
Theoverall informationarchitectureof the GBRN encompasses a varietyof data formats,
softwareproductsand scientific researchprojects. AVS software will serveas the frameworkin
which these componentswill be integrated,visualized. Specifically AVS will serveas prototype
environmentwith regardto specification, design, implementation, testing of GBRN directed
prototypes.

SUMMARYOFTECHNICALPROGRESS

4-D Seismic Interpretation
A GBRN file directoryhierarchyincluding data, networks, and source code for new moduleshas
been implementedat LDEO and other sites. To date, our visualization work at LDEOhas
centeredon data from two (Pennzoil and Texaco) 3-D seismic surveys over the E1330 area. This
data consists of Landmark-generateddata fries which we convertedinto the AVS field format.
EdBagdonas has written many new AVS modules specifically for this project. In addition, he
has provideda large numberof visualization networks which have been implemented and tested
at LDEOby Robin Reynoldsand Roger Anderson.

Two specific visualization networks depict 1) isosurfaces of the two data sets shown together and
2) isosurfacesshowing the similaritiesand differences between the data sets. Imagesof these
isosurfaceswere incorporatedinto an April 26, 1993 OGJ article titled "Recoveringdynamic
Gulf of Mexico reserves and theU.S. energyfuture". The same isosurfaceswere included also in
an animatedvideo generated by EAI, which was shown at the AAPG convention April 25-28,
1993. We demonstratedthe AVS networks and the GBRN dataat the AAPG conventionin the
GBRN booth.

Ed Bagdonas and Robin Reynolds participatedin the 2nd annualInternationalAVS UserGroup
conference in May 1993 andpresentedGBRN work in a lecture tiffed" RecoveringDynamic
Hydrocarbon Reserves, and What That Means for the Energy Futureof the United States".

In June, 1993, Roger Anderson and Ed Bagdonas began the process of applying for a patent for
Seismic Interpretation and Imaging Utilizing Amorphous Diffuse Inter-Period (ADIP) Projectors.
This invention investigates the association of high amplitude events between multiple data sets of
a region over time. This invention is of considerable utility in the identification of the locations
and migration pathways of oil, gas, and other fluids in the subsurface of the Earth and potentially
other applications.



Task 2- Attachment C
L-DEO/LSU/Cornell/PSU/HyperMedia

Work Performed to Date

1. Author and Navigator Software v. 1.10 is installed and running on DOE
purchased Sparc 10s at Lamont, Comell and LSU

2. Copies of GBRN database are on line at Lamont, Comell and LSU. Ownership of
data has been partition between the 3 sites and automatically updates every 24
hours. Networking protocols established to synchronize information management
system between sites.

3. HyperMedia has done a preliminary port of software to Solaris 2.2 operating
system which will be required for the Sparc 10 hardware configuration we ordered
for DOE project.

4. Personnel at Comell and Lamont have received on site preliminary training on use
of Author and Navigator Software.

5. A plan for automated entry of modeling results into GBRN database was
formulated in conjunction with personnel at Comell, LSU and L-DEO.

6. Initial design of the reservoir information management system are completed.
Activity diagrams to control access and flow of information in GBRN database
were revised in conjunction with Jeff Nunn to accommodate changes in the
program that have occurred during the pre-award period. Revisions are currently
under review by Jeff Nunn and will be implemented after approval by Roger
Anderson.

7. Initial data load completed and GBRN hyperjoumal construction initiated.

8. Procedures generated at L-DEO to capture project related E-mail and DOE reports
in the hyperjoumal.

9. Scripts were initiated to allow the browsing of AVS generated images.
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Task Three - Field Demonstration Experiment
Roger N. Anderson - Task Manager

OBJECTIVE; The objective of task 3 is to drill one well extension to test the
Dynamic Enhanced Recovery Technologies of this project. We will drill into the fault
zone and perform the following experiments: whole coting, wireline logging, sidewall
coting, pressure formation testers, stress test, completion with frac-pack, flow test, and
pressure transient test.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS:

3.1 l_nvironrqcntalAssessment: LanaBilleaudattendedan informationalmeeting on
June 9, 1992, concerningthe environmentalrequirementsof the oil research
program,Class I oil program. With the aid of Pennzoil's environmentalstaff, we
completed and submRteda Checklist for CXs Conditions on August 20, 1992. On
December 9, 1992, Art Hartstein 03OE), l.ana Billeaud (L-DEO), and Ronald
Trahan (Pennzoil) visited the Pennzoil Eugene Island 330 A platform to view the
environmental systems in place. On June 4, 1993, Art Hart.steinvisited L-DEO to
complete the categorical exclusion information requirements for submittal for
approval. The categorical exclusion for this project was approved by assistant
secretary of fossil energy on 6/10/93.

3.2 FieldDemonstrationWell: The Pathfinderwell is scheduled to spud on October
15, 1993. Permzoil will drill the first portion of the hole and set 9 5/8"casing. At
this point, the GBRN/DOE well extension will begin on approximately November
1, 1993. The field demonstration experiment should take 25 days to complete.
Task 3 - Attachment A is the detailed well prognosis compiled by Pennzoil and
GBRN from spud through the completion of the experiments and completion of
the well in the Pennzoil economic target.

In preparationof thisprognosis,a substantialeffort was madein the planningof
these experiments. The experiments were divided into three stages:

Stage 1. Whole coring and completion of drilling.
Stage 2. Wireline logging, sidewall coring, and formation pressure tester.
Stage 3. Stress test, completion, flow test, and pressure transient test.

Eachof these stageswere assigned a leaderwho will be ultimatelyaffectedby the
results of the stage of the experimentand the qualityof the datagathered. All of
the stage leaders and the overallexperimentmanagerhas consultedmany
academic and industryresourcesto preparethe specific proceduresthat will be
used to insure highquality experimentsandthe most andbest possibledata
collected.

a. Stage I leader is Steven Losh, who is also Task 6 - Geochemistry
manager. Steven has investigated the coring operations and developed
procedures for efficiency and effectiveness of our whole coring operations.
The quality of the core will directly affect the geochemical analyses and
results.
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Task Three. Field Demonstration Experiment (continued)
Roger N. Anderson. Task Manager

b. Stage 2 leader is Roger Anderson, principal investigator of this
project, who is also intimately familiar with logs and the logging
process, will quality control the sidewall coting picks, and control the
location of the pressure depths and supervise the pressures taken with the
formation pressure tester.
c. Stage 3 leader is Peter Flemings who is directly interested in stress
tests and reservoir information. Peter is Task 4 - Reservoir
Characterization manager and has a great interest in the pressure and
reservoir data gathered in this stage.
d. Overall experiment manager is Lana Billeaud who is a petroleum
engineer and has several years of oil industry experience in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Several industry/academia collaborative meetings have been held on several
different occasions to discuss options and plans for the experiments. Task 3 -
Attachment B, a list of collaborative meetings provides some insight of the in-
depth planning and the participation of the industry in the quality control of these
experimental procedures.

3.3 Intemretation of Results of Well Extmriments: The interpretation of the
results of the experiments will be rei_ortedin future DOE reports.



Task 3 - Attachment A
GB RN/Pennzoil Well Prognosis

for the Pathfinder Well



October 8, 1993

WELL PROGNOSIS AND DIRECTIVES
FOR THE DRILLING OF THE

PENNZOIL EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION COMPANY
WELL NO. A-20ST, OCS-G 21i5

EUGENE ISLAND AREA, BLOCK 330
OFFSHORE LOUISIANA, GULF OF MEXICO, USA

OPERATOR: Pennzoil Exploration and Production Company

CO-OWNERS: Mobil Exploration and Producing U.S., Inc.
Exxon Company, U.S.A.
Cockrell Oil Corp.

PARTICIPANTS: Global Basins Research Network (GBRN)
Department of Energy (DOE)

" TABLE OF CONTENTS

L General Well Information

IL Pennzoil Portion of Pathfinder to 7300' TVD

Ill. GBRN/DOE Pathfinder Extension (7300'-$000' TVD)

A. General Field Demonstration Experiment Information
B. Check Shot Survey
C. Whole Coring Program
D. Open Hole WireUne Logging Program
E. Sidewall Coring Program
F. Formation Tester Program
G. Stress Test

H. Frac-Pack Completion, Flow Test and Pressure Transient Test
I. Generalized Field Demonstration Experiment Procedure

IV. Personnel Directory and Misc. Information
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L GENERAL WELL INFORMATION

WELL

DESIGNATION: Eugene Island Block 330 No. A-20ST
Pathfinder Prospect

S_ACE

LOCATION: Eugene Island 330 "A"Platform
SlotC
5179' FSL & 7015' FWL ofE1330

BOTTOM HOLE
LOCATION: 3987' FNL & 4074' FWL ofE1330

TOTAL DEPTH: 8357'MD (8000' TVD)

PURPOSE OF

PROPOSED WELL: Pennzoi!,et al: To drill a directional well to penetrate the O1-4 and
OI-5 Sands in Fault Block E, updip to the El 330 #11 and A-23 wells;
to provide GBRN/DOE with a borehole from 7300'-8000' TVD for
aDOE-funded Field Demonstration Experiment; to complete and
produce oil reserves from the OI-4 and OI-5 Sands in Fault Block E
following the GBKN/DOE experiment.

GBRN/DOE: To test the theory of hydrocarbon migration through a
fault zone and to gather data to analyze and model the fault zone
dynamics. This testing includes LWD, whole coring, wireline logging,
sidewall coring, formation testing tool, Micro-frac test, production
test, and pressure transient reservoir limits test.

TARGETS: Pennzoil.et al:

J-I-D Sand @ 6450'TVD, 4342' FNL & 377Y FWL ofBlock330
O1-4Sand@ 7050'TVD, 4075'FNL & 4000'FWL ofBlock330

O1-5Sand@ 7200'TVD, 4039'FNL & 4030'FWL ofBlock330
PrimaryTarget:O1-5Sand
TargetSize:150'x 150'

GBI_N/DOE:

"A"Fault _ 7410' TVD, 400Y_ & 4059' FWL of Block 330
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LOCATION OF END
OF PENNZOIL WELL: 4020'FNL & 4046'FWL ofBlock330(_7300'TVD

(Startof GBRN well extension)

REQUIREDINITIAL
CONDITION: The bottom hole location is at a depthof 7300' TVD andwithin

i50'x 150'of 4020' FNL and4046' FWLof EI Block 330. The
mechanicalconfigurationof the well is as describedin the
Pennzoilprognosis. The hole conditionshould be consideredin
good conditionto performLWD.

RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES: Described in detail insections A throughI.

OTI-_R

PENETRATIONS: _ DEPTH (TVD) CONTENTS
GA-2 4460' Wet

" I-[B.I 5025' Wet
IC-4 5700' Oil/water

J'D 6530'orF/O(mostofJDwillbeF/O)
"B&C"Fault6565'
YJE F/O
LF F/O

MG- I 6600' Poss.gas
"D"Fault 6625'

OI-I 6870'(top50'poss. Gas
fltd. out)

RETURN
CONDITION: Thereturnconditionisdefinedasworkperformedto reclaim

thewellto Pennzoil'splugbackdepthreadyto completethe
PennzoileconomictargetsasdescribedinthePennzoil
completionprognosis.

CO-OWNERS: _ WorkingInterest(%)
Pennzoil 4314970
Mobil 25.00000
Exxon 28.11063
Cockrell 3.73890
Pogo non-consent

PARTICIPANTS: GlobalBasinsResearch Network/Departmentof Energy
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RESERVES: Recoverable reserves assigned to the Pennzoil economic targets:
.............................100% ............. _ .... Net ....... _ ....
MBO MMCF MBPP MBO MMCF MBPP

O1-4hlt. 246.8 408.701 23.815 47,355 78.418 4.569
OI-5 _ _ 13.343 _ 46.2_96 _[

Assigned & used
in Economics 478.8 649.981 37.158 91.870 124.714 7.130

ECONOMIC

INDICATORS: NPV (_ 15% AFIT (MS) $ 435
P/I Disc @ 15% AFIT ($/$) 0.51
DCF ROlL AFIT (%) 78
Payout (yrs.) 2.14
Capital inv/equiv. Bbl S/Bbl $7.435

WELL COST: 100% _$)
" RU/l_d3 244,000 105,285

P&A A-20 350,000 151,024
Drill to 7300' TVD 2,353,028 1,015,325

Drill, comp., & test 7300'-8000' TVD 2,481,645 GBRN/DOE
Complete above 7300' TVD 976,251 421,249

WATER DEPTH: 243'

PROPOSED
DRILLING AND Hole Casing Casing Depth Mud
CASING PROGRAM: _ Size _ _

. 24" Drive 534' or refusal 9.0#/gal.
26" 20" Conductor 1,000' (1,000') 9.0#/gal.
17 1/2" 13 3/8" Surface 4,100' (4,100') 10.2#/gal.
12 1/4" 9 5/8" Intermediate 7,061' (6,750') 13.6#/gal.
8 1/2" 7 5/8" Liner 8,357' (8,000') 16.1#/gal.

DIRECTIONAL

PLAN: KOP @ 4700' MD
Build rate 3"/100' to 38* @ 5966' MID(5875' TVD)
Hold to 6794' MD (6528' TVD)
Drop rate 3"/100' to 0*@ 8060' MD (7703' TVD)
Vertical to total depth @ 8357' MD (8000' TVD)
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CORRELATION
LOG: The El 330 A.20ST well should drill similar to the EI 330 #11 and

A-23 wells, drilled in 1990, and the El 330 A-10ST well, drilled in 1993.

H, _PENN,ZOILPO_RT|ON OF, PATHFI.N,,DER TO 7300' TVD

OPEN HOLE

LOGGING: Sch!umberger Well Service_ will conduct wireline services on this well. All
logs will be taped unless otherwise specified.

A company representative will be present during all logging operations.
A True Vertical Depth log (TVD) will be made on this directionally
drilled well after each log run and composited immediately following the
final log run.

The ] 7 1/2" surface ho!_ (I 000'-4100' MD) will not be logged.

The 12 1/4" intermediate hole (4100'-7061' MD) will be evaluated with
the following services:

1. Phasor Induction/Long Spaced Sonic/Gamma Ray
2. Litho-Density/Compensated Neutron (LDT/CNL)
3. Auxiliary Measurements Service (AMS)
4. Formation Micro-lmager (FMI) - discretionary
5. Sidewall Cores (180 shots available)
6. Lognet

The _81/2" prod_¢tio.n hole (7061'- 8357' ME)) below 9 5/8" casing
(7061' MD, 6750' TVD) will be evaluated as pan of the GBRN/DOE Field
Demonstration Experiment as described in Section III.

A total of 12 field prints of all logs run are requested.
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MUD SAMPLES: Three one-quart mud samples will be collected from the rig fiowline at
fifteen minute intervals while circulating after reaching Total Depth. This will
be the responsibility of the company tool pusher on duty at this time.

CUTTINGS: One bag of cuttings should be caught every 30' throughout the entire
well. When 7300' TVD is reached, a bag should be collected every
10'to TD. See attached instructions for detailed procedures.

MUD LOGGER: A Precision Well Logging unit will be used on this well from 4100' TVD
to total depth. The l" MD and 1"TVD mud log will be faxed daily to the
Pennzoil offices in Houston and Lafayette andto the other company
representativesaslistedbelow:

PennzoilCompany Fax: 7-224-4224
Lafayette, Louisiana
Attn: Robert Roger

" Pennzoil Company Fax: 7-220-8737
Houston, Texas
Attn: John Austin

Mobil Exploration 8: Producing Inc.
New Orleans, Louisiana Fax: (504) 566-5274
Attn: Dave Markham or (504) 566-5392

Exxon Company, U.S.A. Fax: (504) 561-3352
New Orleans, Louisiana
Attn: Vivian Lee

_:_.... Cockrell Oil Corp. Fax: (713) 651-0748
Houston, Texas
Attn: CliffFoss
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LOGGING

NOTIFICATION: Prior to each log run, coring or testing, please give sufficient notice prior
to anticipated logging time to Pennzoil personnel listed below:

1. Pennzoil Company
Houston, Texas

Office Home

John Austin (713) 546-8422 (713) 360-3759
Beeper No.: (713) 761-3611

Richard Woodhams (713) 546.-4036 (713) 467-5516
Sid Siddiqui (713) 546-4777 (713) 579-8351
Pennznet 7-220-ext.

2. Pennzoil Company
Lafayette, Louisiana

Office Home

Robert Roger (318) 269-4226 (318) 856-6120
" David Pettus (318) 269-4311 (318) 984-2265

Scott Jortner (318) 269-4230 (318) 981-9618
Pennznet 7-224-ext.

Notification prior to each log run, coring or testing should also be given
to each of the following (in respective order):

3. Mobil Exploration 8: Producing U.S. Inc.
New Orleans, Louisiana

Office Home

David Markham (504) 566-5502 (504) 861-4675
Mike Magee (504) 566-6156 (504) 892-8304
Dave Talkington (504) 566-5163 (504) 456-2324

4. Exxon Company, U.S.A.
New Orleans, Louisiana

Office Home

Vivian Lee (504) 561-3482 (504) 891-8574
E. A. Weidner (504) 561- (504)
Louis Blanc (504) 561-3843
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5. Cockrell Oil Corp.
Houston, Texas

Office Home

CliffFoss (713) 651-1271 (713) 464-1461
Feldor Hollenshead (713) 651-1271 (713) 376-4258
Fred Deusinger (713) 651-1271 (713) 469-5507

A drilling report should be faxed daily to the following:

1. Pennzoil Company
Houston, Texas

Attn: Alvia Stribling Fax: 7-220-8737

A daily drilling report will be sent from Pennzoil in Lafayette to the
following, with weekend reports being sent Monday morning:

- 2. Mobil Exploration & Producing U.S. Inc.
New Orleans, Louisiana
Attn: Dave Markham Fax: (504) 566-5274

or (504) 566-5392

3. Exxon Company U.S.A.
New Orleans, Louisiana

Attn: Joint Interest Geology Fax: (504) 561-3352

4. Crockell Oil Corp.
Houston, Texas

Attn: BettyMays Fax: (713) 651-0562

HI. GBRN/DOE PATHFINDER EXTENSION (7300'-8000' TVD}

A. GENERAL FIELD DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT INFORMATION

1. GBRN Space Requirements & Personnel:

a. Personnel: A maximum of 10 GBRN representatives will be on
location at any one time during the experiment.
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b. Space: The Wheel House/Control House (10'x 12') is requested
as our main GBRN science lab and the National Galley
(20'x 25') is requested as a back up work site (for
overflow). We plan to have 2 Sun computer work
stations and 2 PCs in the Wheel House room. We would

like as many desks and chairs for space available.

c. Telephone Lines: One line allocated to GBKN telephone calls and one line
allocated to GBRN modem is to be installed in the Wheel
House/Control House.

2. Drilling Engineering Consultant: A drilling engineering consultant representing
GBRN/DOE interests will be on location from 3 days prior to the initial drilling
of the scientific extension throughout the testing and restoration of the well to
the OI..4/OI-5 Pennzoil target.

3. CUTTINGS; One bag of cuttings should be caught every 30' throughout the
- entire well and then when 7300' TVD is reached, a 5 LB bag should be

collected and washed every 10' to TD. personnel tObag the cuttings will be
provided by GBRN.

CUTTINGS NOTIFICATION: The cuttings should be labeled and delivered to:

GBRN @ Comell University
Steven Losh (607) 255-4316 Office Phone

(607) 254-4780 Office Fax
(607) 594-4421 Home

4. MUD LOGGER: The Precision mud logging unit should be manned for
cutting analysis from 7300' TVD to TD.

The 1" MD and the 1" TVD mud log will be faxed daily to the GBRN
representative below:

GBRN @ Lamont-Doheny Earth Observatory
David Roach (914) 365-8330 Office Phone

(914) 359-1631 Office Fax
(914) 268-5845 Home Phone
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5.DAILY DRILLING REPORT: A dailydrillingreportshouldbefaxeddailyto
theGBRN representativebelow:

GBRN (_Lamont-DohenyEarthObservatory
DavidRoach (914)365-8330 OfficePhone

(914)359-1631 OfficeFax
(914)268-5845 Home Phone

B. C_CK SHOT SUKVEY:

I. Description of'Experiment: One checkshotis to beobtainedat the initial
determinationof'thecoring location. A tripwill bemadeto prepare for
coring. The checkshotsurveyis to betakenat thistime.

2. VendorsNames andTelephoneNumbers;

Schlumberger MikeHonor (713)368-8135
G

3. TotalPriceforExperiment;

Vendor ..... Service Total Price
Schlumberger CheckShot Survey $ 25,000

4. Procedure'.As per Pennzoirsand/orSchlumberger'snormalprocedure.

5. SpaceRequirementsandPersonnel:No additionalpersonnelnecessary.

6. De!iverab!es;Ten copiesof thecheckshotdataobtained.

7. OperationNotification; Prior to thecheckshotsurvey,pleasegive sufficient
noticeprior to anticipatedtestingtimeto GBR3qpersonnelbelow:

a.GBRN (_PennState

(l)PeterFlemings (814)865.2309 OfficePhone
(814)863-7823 OfficeFax
(814)231-8694 Home
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b. GBKN @ Lamont-Doheny Earth Observatory

(1) Roger N. Anderson (914) 365.8335 Office Phone
(914) 359-1631 Office Fax
(212) 633.5971 Home Phone
(212) 633-6395 Home Fax
(800) SKYPAGE Access# 107334

(2) Lana B. Billeaud (914) 365-8623 Office Phone
(914) 359-1631 Office Fax
(914) 624-4317 Home

C. WHOLE CORING PROGRAM

1. Descri_utionof Experiment: Mud additives are planned for the whole coring
experiment and should be added to the existing mud system soon after
drilling out the 9 5/8" casing point. The Clay cure and a sodium nitrate

- tracer must be thoroughly mixed into the current mud system by the time the
first whole core is taken. Six whole coring runs are planned using Baker
Hughes Inteq's Hydrolifl coring system. Thirty to 60' core barrels will be used.
The first core will be taken starting at 7300' TVD, or depth determined on-site,
and the other five cores are planned to be taken continuously until all six coring
runs are complete. However, we do reserve the right to change the coring
locations on site. Well site core handling, cutting and marking core liner,
preservation, transportation to the laboratory, and analysis will be performed
by Core Laboratories.

2. Vendors Names and Telephone Numbers:

Baker Hughes Inteq Kirk Deshotels (318) 856-7203
Core Lab Henderson Watkins (504) 581-5222

3. Total Price for Experiment

Vendor Service Total Pd_

Baker Hughes Inteq Whole Coring $58,169
Core Lab Core Handling & Analysis $70,614
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4. _ The procedurewill be writtenbyBakerHughes lnteq, Core Lab,
and GBRN membersandwill be availabiefor review.

Reou,,rementsan Personnel:5. Soace ; d

a. Baker Hughes Inteq: 2 people and 8'x 8' room for work space plus
storagespace of 3Y x 7' for core cradleand 8' x 8' for tool box.

b. Core Lab: 2 people andanuninterruptedworkspace 12'x 12'for 4 hours
aftereach core is retrieved.

6. Deliverables: All retrievedcore from coringeft'onup to 360' of 4" core if
maximumexpected core is recovered. Ten copies ofcore analysisreports.

'n7. CORINGNotification: Priorto whole con & pleasegive sufficientnoticeprior
to anticipatedcoring timeto GBRN personnelbelow:

- a. GBRN @ CornellUniversity

(1) StevenLosh (607) 255-4316 OfficePhone
(607) 254-4780 OfficeFax
(607) 594-4421 Home

b. GBP.N(_ Lamont-DohenyEarthObservatory

(1) Roger N. Anderson (914) 365-8335 OfficePhone
(914) 359-1631 OfficeFax
(212) 633-5971 Home Phone
(212) 633-6395 HomeFax
(800) SKY'PAGEAccess # 107334

(2) LanaB. Billeaud (914) 365-8623 OfficePhone
(914) 359-1631 Office Fax
(914) 624-4317 Home
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D. OPEN HOLE_LINE LO_ING PROGRAM:

1. DescriptionofExeeriment: A series &logs willbe runby Schlumberger
in the following order.

Run#I' FormationMicro-lmager(FMI)andAMS
(ImageMode,processing,& Imageexaminer)

Run#2: GeochemicalReservoirAnalysisTool (GRA),
NuclearPorosityLoggingTool(NPLT), andAMS

Run#3 DipoleSonicImager,ArrayInductionTool(AIT)& AMS

2. VendorsNames andTeleohoneNumbers:v

Schlumberger MikeHonor (713)368-8135

- 3. Total Pricefor Exoeriment:

Vendor .................Service _TotalPrice

Schlumberger WirelineLogging $122,715

4. Procedure:AsperPennzoil'sand/orSchlumberger'snormalprocedure.

5. SpaceRequirementsandPersonnel:

a. A totalof 5 Schlumbergerpeoplearenecessaryforthisoperation.
(] engineer,2 operators,and2 specialists)

b. The MAX'USloggingunitcurrentlyon locationis to be used for the logging.

c. ToolLengths: Run#1' 33 feettotal
Run#2: 70 feettotal
Run#3' 98 feet total

6. Deliverab!es:A total of 15 printsandtwo digitaltapes each (one field tape
and one edit tape) of all logs runarerequested.
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7. LOGGING Notification:Priorto eachIouin8 run,pleasegivesufficient
noticepriorto anticipatedloggingtimeto GBRN personnelbelow:

a. GBP-_N@Lamont-DohenyEarthObservatory

(1) RogerN. Anderson (914)365-8335 OfficePhone
(914) 359.1631 OfficeFax
(212) 633-5971 HomePhone
(212) 633-6395 HomeFax
(800) SKYPAGEAccess # 107334

(2) _a B. Billeaud (914) 365.8623 Omce Phone
(914) 359-1631 OfficeFax
(914) 624.4317 Home

b. GBI_N(_ Penn State

• (1) PeterFlemings (814) 865.2309 OfficePhone
(814) 863-7823 OfficeFax
(814) 231.8694 Home

E. SIDEWALLCORINGPROGKAM:

1. DescriptionofExperimcnt: A total of 180sidewallcores (in two coringruns)
willbe takenin thiswell for GBR_ purposes. TheGBRN sidewallcore
locationswill be determinedon site. We requestthatSchlumbergerhave
2 additionalcore guns availablein case morecores areneeded. Pennzoil
has requested2 sidewallcoring runs forPennzoirs purposesafterthe GBRN
sidewallcoring operationis complete. The GBRN coresare to be delivered
to Core Labfor analysis.

2. VendorsNamesandTelephone]_umbfrs:

Schlumberger Mike Honor (713) 368-8135
Core Lab Henderson Watkins (504) 581-5222
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3. TotalPriceforExperiment:

__, yendor ........ Service...........
Schlumberger 180SidewallCores $20,974
CoreLab CoreAnalysis $ 4,680

4. Procedure:AsperPennzoil'send/orSchlumberser'snormalprocedure.

5. SpaceRe0uirementsandPenmnqel:No additionalpermnnelrequired.

6. Deliverablu:All sidewallcoresrecoveredandtenreportsof resultsof
CoreLabanalyses.

7. SIDEWALLCORINGNotification:Priorto eachcoringrun,please8ive
sufficientnoticepriorto anticipatedcorin8timeto OBRN personnelbelow:

a. GBRN (_ ComellUrdversity
ql

(1) StevenLosh (607)255-4316 OfficePhone
(607) 254-4780 Office Fax
(607) 594-4421 Home

b. OBKN_} Lamont-DohertyEarthObservatory

(1) Koser N. Anderson (914) 365.8335 Office Phone
(914) 359.1631 Office Fax
(212) 633-$971 Home Phone
(212) 633-6395 Home Fax
(80())SKYPAGEAccess # 107334

(2) LenaB. Billeaud (914) 365-8623 Office Phone
(914) 359-1631 Office Fax
(914) 624-4317 Home

F. FO_ATION TESTERS_

1. Descriptionof Experimenl_One formationtester runwill be performed. We
anticipate12 pressurereadinssandno fluidsampleswillbe taken. However,
thereisapossibilitythatmorepressureswillbenecessary.Thepressuretest
locationswillbedeterminedonsite.
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2. VendorsNamesandTd_hone Numbers:

Schlumberser Mike Honor (713) 368.8135

3.TotalPriceforExoeriment:

Vendor Service :

SchlumberBer ModularDynamicsTester $21,729

4. _ AsperPennzoil'sand/orSchlumberser'snormalprocedure.

5. SgaceRe0uirementsandPerson,l¢l;I MDT Specialist

6. Deliverables:Tenreports and 2 disketles/tapesof data collected.

7. FORMATION TESTEKNotific4tion:Prior to theformationtesterrun,please
• givesufficientnoticepriorto anticipatedtestin8timeto GBKNpersonnel

below:

a. OBKN @ Penn State

(I) PeterFIeminss (814) 865-2309 OfficePhone
(8]4) 863-7823 Office Fax
(814) 231-8694 Home

b. GBP.N(_ Lamont.Doheny EarthObservatory

(I) Koser N. Anderson (914) 365-8335 OfficePhone
(914) 359-1631 OfficeFax
(212) 633-5971 HomePhone
(212) 633-6395 HomeFax
(800) SKY'PAGEAcc..-ss# 107334

(2) LanaB. Billeaud (914) 365-8623 OfficePhone
(914) 359-1631 OfficeFax
(914) 624-4317 Home
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G, STKESSTEST:

1. Descriptionof Experiment: Theprocedureis to first cementthe7 5/8"
casingintothehole.Identifystresstestzoneonsite. Perforateusing
wirelineanddata-fractheinformationto obtainfracturepressure
information.Dowell/Schlumbergerto provideprocedurefor thisoperation.
Cementperforationsandabandonzone.

2. y_dors NamesandTelephoneNumbers

SchlumberserWell Services Steve Smythe (318) 237-5944
Dowell Schlumberger DavidNorman (318) 232-3216

3. Total Pricefor ExperimenU

_ Vendor___. Service .....

• Schlumberger Prusure Meu. and Perf $39,114
Dowell Fracsand completion $15,560

4. Procedure: The procedurewillbe writtenby Schlumberger/DowellandGBRN
membersandwill be availablefor review.

5. _;paceK_uirements and Personnel:One tool person. (The boatoperations
people will sleep on the boatand 1cementer(alreadyon boardrig).

6, l_eliverables'.Ten primsandtwo digitaldiskettesor tapes of the pressuredata
obtained.

7. STRESSTEST Notification:Prior to eachcoringrun,pleasegive sufficientnotice
priorto anticipatedcoring time to GBI_Mpersonnelbelow:

a. GBRN @ Lamont-DohertyEarthObservatory

(1) Roger N. Anderson (914) 365..8335 OfficePhone
(914) 359-163! OfficeFax
(212) 633.5971 HomePhone
(212) 633.6395 Home Fax
(800) SKYPAGEAccess # 107334
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(2) Lana B. Billeaud (914) 365-8623 Office Phone
(914) 359-1631 Office Fax
(914) 624-4317 Home

b. GBRN (_ Penn State

(1) Peter Flemings (814) 865-2309 Office Phone
(814) 863-7823 Omce Fax
(814) 231-8694 Home

H. _C-PACK COMPLETION/PRODUCTION,_ST/PRF-SSUI_I::_TRANSIENT

1. Desc_ption of ExDeriment_Fromthe datagathered,a determinationwill then
be made if thereare commercialhydrocarbonswithinthe faultzone. If the
dataindicationsshow the possibilityof commercialhydrocarbonsand/orif
the shearand¢ompressionalsonic lop indicatesandcontrol is necessary,

• thenthe planis to frac-packgravel packto complete the zone for extended
productionlife. If the dataindicatesnon-commercialstatus and/or the shear
and compressionalsonic logs indicatea competent formationstrength,then
the IR.lS/DataLatchsystemwill be used withoutsandcontrol for testing the
zone. Both systemswill requirea tubing-conveyedperforating. The testing
will includea 5 dayflow test with fluidsamplesobtained,thena 4 day
pressuretransientlimitstest with surfaceread-outto estimatereservoir
geometry.

2. VendorsNames andTelephoneNumbers:

SchlumbergerWell Services Steve Smythe (318) 237-5944
Dowell Schlumberger DavidNorman (318) 232-3216

3. Total Pricefor Expefiment_

.....__.Vendor........ _ Se_f_ _= Total Price

Schlumberger PressureMeas.andPerf' $171,146
Dowell Fracsandcompletion $175,453
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4. Procedure: The procedure willbe written by Schlumberger/Dowelland
GBKN membersandwillbe availablefor review.

5. Soace RequirementsandPersonne!_ One tool person. (Theboat operations
people will sleep on the boatand 1 cementer(alreadyon boardrig).

6. Deliverables: Tenprintsandtwo digitaldiskettesof'the pressureobtained
duringthe data.fracandthe pack-frac. Tenprintsand two digitaldiskettes
of'the flow and shut-indataobtainedduringthe flow test andthe pressure
transienttests. Severalsamplesof the oil, gas, andwater willbe obtained
for scientificanalysis.

7. FKAC/COMPLETION/TESTINGl_otiOcatiQn:Priorto each coringrun,
please give sumcient noticepriorto anticipatedcoring timeto GBKN
personnelbelow:

a. GBKN(_ Lamont-DohenyEarthObservatory
o

(1) Roger N. Anderson (914) 365-8335 OfficePhone
(914) 359-1631 OfficeFax
(212) 633-5971 HomePhone
(212) 633-6395 HomeFax
(800) SKYPAGEAccess # 107334

(2) LanaB. Billeaud (914) 365-8623 OfficePhone
(914)359-1631 OfficeFax
(914) 624-4317 Home

b. GBKN(_ PennState

(1) Peter Flemings (814) 865-2309 OfficePhone
(814) 863-7823 OfficeFax
(814) 231.8694 Home
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I. OE_KALIZED FIELDDEMOEXPEKIMENTPROCED_;

'NOTE: ThefollowingprocedureDOESNOTincludespecificdrilling
proceduresnecessaryto accomplishthegoals set forthbelow.
Pennzoil,asoperator,shouldincorporateanyadditional
proceduresnecessaryto accomplishthegoalsof theGBPJ_//DOE
project.

1. Drilloutof 9 5/8"casingpoint.

2, Inpreparationforthewholecoringexperiment,themudadditivesshouldbe
addedintothemudsystemto insurethoroughmixingof theadditivesintothe
currentmudsystemforwhenwholecoringbegins.

3. Drilluntil7300'TVDoruntildeterminedbyGBP,._representative.

4. At thispoint,onecheckshotsurveyshouldbeobtainedpriorto thewholeo

coringoperation.

5. At 7300feetTVDoron-sitedetermineddepth,runfullsizecorebitwith60'
corebarrelandtake4" coreasdirectedincoringprocedure.

6. Corecontinuouslywith60'corebarrels,unlessdeterminedonlocationthata
30'barrelismoresuitableincoringenvironment,untila totalof fiveadditional
coringrunshavebeencompleted.

7. Theon-sitecoringhandlingandpreservationof thecoreshouldbe performed
immediatelyaftercorerecoverybyCoreLabs,followingCoreLabprocedure.

8. Drillto TD of 8,000'TVDorthroughfaultzone.

9. OnceTD hasbeenreached,open-holelogsshouldberun.

10. Threeloggingrunswillbe performedandarelistedintheloggingprogram
detailattached.

11. Sidewallcoreswillbetakenatthispoint. A totalof 180sidewallcoresare
requestedin2 coringruns(90 corespertrip). Twoadditionalcoringguns
shouldbeavailableincaseGBKNelectsto shootadditionalsidewallcores.
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12. At this point, Pennzoil has requested 2 sidewall coring runs (60 cores per trip)
for Pennzoil coting purposes.

13. One formation tester will be run with up to 12 pressure reading locations to be
determined on site. No samples will be taken.

14. Run and cement 7 5/8" casing into the hole @ TD.

15. Drill out and run leak off test. Squeeze if necessary.

16. Run CBL logs and squeeze if necessary.

17. Set up to run stress test below the test zone.

18. Perforate using wireline and proceed according to procedure provided by
Schlumberger/Doweil. Perforation depth interval to be determined on-site.

,o

19. Obtain stress test pressure information.

20. Cement open perforations.

21. Abandoned zone and move up to test zone identified on site.

22. Prepare to complete, flow test, and obtain a pressure transient test the zone
of interest.

23. Perforate test zone using TCP guns with depth interval of test zone to be
determined on-site.

24. Determination of either a Frac-Pack gravel pack completion or a conventional
DST system will be done on site. Follow procedures set forth in the DST
procedures.

25. Run drill string or tubing and sting into either completion or IRIS system.

26. Run surface read out BlIP gauges and equipment.

27. Install X-mas tree and test for production as per fluid flow procedures for
about 5 days.
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28. Shut-in well when determined on site and start the pressure transient limits test.

29. Maintain shut-in status until the surface read-out indicates that the limits test
is complete for a maximum of days determined on site.

30. If non-commercial status is determined, kill well and cement and plug back toPennzoil targets.

31. Dress cement top to below the OI-5 sand.

32. Return the well bore to Pennzoil.

IV. PERSONNEL DIRECTORY AND MISC. INFORMATION

Name BaseLocation _ Fax No. Hm_.o_._c_N__.

PENNZOIL- JohnAustin Houston (7]3)546-8422 (713)546-8737 (713)360-3759

" Dick Woodhams Houston (713)546-4036 (713)546-8737 (713)467-55]6

Sid Siddiqui Houston (713)546-4777 (713)546-8737 (713)579-8351

Larry Kinler Houston (713)546-8408 (713)546-8737 (713)537-2972

Bill Van Wie Houston (713)546-8822 (713)546-8737 (713)664-1457

Dan Dronet Houston (713)546-8730 (713)546-8690 (713)583-8722
Brad Moody Houston (713)546-8895

Robert Roger Lafayette (318)269-4226 (318)269-4224 (318)856-6120

Scott Jortner Lafayette (318)269-4230 (318)269-4224 (318)981-9618
Skip Kimball Lafayette (318)269-4232 (318)269-4224

David Pettus Lafayette (318)269-4311 (318)269-4350 (318)984-2265
Joe Gaspard Intracoastal (318)893-7379
(Dispatcher) City or

(318)269-4399

GBRN/DOE: Roger Anderson Columbia (914)365-8335 (914)359-1631 (212)633-59711-800-SKY-
PAGE Access
#107334

Lana Billeaud Columbia (914)365-8623 (914)359-1631 (914)624-4317

Peter Flemings Penn State (814)865-2309 (814)863-7823 (814)231-8694

Steven Losh Cornell (607)255-4316 (607)254-4780 (607)594-4421

David Roach Columbia (914)365-8330 (914)359-1631 (914)268-5845
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SCHLUMBERGER

WELL SERVICES: Sales Engineer: Mike Honor (713) 368-8135 (Office)
1325 So. Dairy Ashford (713) 368-8184 (Fax)
Suite 350 (713) 492-7013 (Home)
Houston, Texas 77077

Logging Unit: Denver Hub (303) 791-8787
#00___ (3-digit SEU #)

New Ibefia: Wayne Fulin (31g) 367-9998
(CSU) District Mgr.

New lberia: David Niteske (318) 36%9998
(CSU) Service Mgr.

Larose: John Wagner (504) 693-3161
(Maxus) District Mgr.

q)

Lognet: Denver (303) 791-2400
New Orleans (504) 592-5337
Houston (713) 957-6623

SCHLUMBERGER

ANADRILL: Tom Pulick (713) 368-8149 (Omce)
1325 So. Dairy Ashford (713) 552-6359 (Mobile)
Suite 350 (713) 869-4173 (Home)
Houston, Texas 77077

Lafayette District: JeffHamer (318) 233-1814 (Office)
District Mgr.

Lafayette District: Aron Kramer (318) 233-1814 (Office)
Log Analyst

Lafayette District: Matt Bible (318) 233-1814 (Office)
Field Serv. Mgr.

Lafayette District: Gary Horton (318) 237-5944 (Office)
Sales Engineer
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P_CiSION

WELL LOGGING: G.H. "Hamp"Alfred (713) 681-3435 (Omce)
924 Wakefield (713) 772.3208 (Home)
Houston, Texas 77018

COKE LAB: Karen Touchette (318) 235-9431 (Office)
Lafayette, Louisiana (318) 267.1768 (Beeper)

Henderson Watkins (504) 581-5222 (Office)
New Orleans, Louisiana

DRILLING RIG: Rowan Alaska (318)269-4279

7-224.4279(Pennznet)

DRILL FLOOR ELEVATION: 10l'

John M. Austin

Sr. Geologist/Team Leader
EGOM Exploitation
Pennzoil Exploration & Production Company

l_oger N, Anderson
Co-Director of GBRN

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Columbia University

Lana B. Billeaud

GBRN Project Engineer
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Columbia University



pill,Jr/but/on:
JohnAustin(w/attachments)
ReneeBaker(2 copies)
SidSiddiqui(w/attachments)
DickWoodhams (w/attachments)
LarryKin[er(w/attachments)
BillVanWle(w/attachments)
David Pettus (w/attachments)- Lafayette
DavidLewis
FrancisBroussard- Lafayette
RobertRoger (w/attachments)- Lafayette
Scott Jortner- Lafayette
DeniseButler
DanDroner
Company Man (w/attachments)
BradMoody (w/attachments)
Roger Anderson - GBRN (w/attachments)
LanaBilleaud- GBP-_ (w/attachments)v"
PeterFlemings- GBI_ (w/attachments)
DavidRoach - GBRN



Pennzoil Sample Collection Procedures

In an effortto establishconsistentsamplequalitythe followingsamplecollection
instructionsare being recommendedfor use by all Pepcoexplorationand production
groups. Any questionsconcerningthese instructionsshouldbe directedto Denise
Butler.It is the responsibilityof the Pennzoilgeologisthandlingdrillingoperations to
transmitthese instructionsto the mudloggingcompany on eachwell.

Collect/on

1. UnlessotherwiseinstructedPennzoilwill routinelycollect2 sets of wet
samplesand 1 set dry(Uth)fromthe baseof surfacecasingto TD.
Partnersmay requestadditionalsetsof samplesfor theirown use.

2. Samples are to be collectedevery I0 feet andcompositedto 30 foot interval
ifddllingrate permitsor at leastonce every30 feel A totalof at least
3 cups of sampleshouldbe collectedfor eachsampleof a 30 foot Interval.

3. The shale shakerand collectionbucketare to be washed downafter each
batchof cuttingsis taken to helppreventcontaminationbetween sample
intervals.

4. Samplesare to be placed inclothbagswith plasticlinerbags, makingsure
that the plasticliner istiedoff and thatthe drawstringof the cloth bag is
slipknottedtwiceto preventspillage.

5. All sample bags are to labeledwithWATER PROOF PERMANENT INK as
follows:

Operator OCS # Operator Well Name and #
Well # Block# or County/Parish State
Area Depth Depth

Make sure that the top_andtzQttornof thesampleddepthrange are recorded
i.e.. 5000-5030, 5030-5060 etc.

6. Notationsshouldbe madeon the samplebag if ithas been taken during
certain drillingconditions,suchas BottomsUp, CirculatingOut, Lost
Circulation,Total Depth etc.

7. In case of lostcirculation,tryto recoveras muchof the rock fragmentsas
possible.

DMB 3/93
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Recenfl2, our efforts have _n directedat being able to accura._.iyshow isosurfaccs of 3-D
seismic amplitudedam withwell locations andblock boundaryhnes. This broughtup several
issues, including

1)Getting p_cisc coordinateinformationin order to line up data sets
2) Tral;,,_formmgcoordinatesystems between data sets
3) Datao_deringdifferencesbetween AVS and Landmarksoftware
4)Redefiningtheboundariesofthedataf'destomakesmallerdamsets
5)Re-engineeringpreviouslycreatedsoftwaretoreflectthecurrentsteps

Mostoftheseissueshavebeenresolvedandsomemodificationstodatafilesandsourcecode
havebeenmade.Work continuesonincorporationofthenewdatafilesintothevisualization
networks.Somerewritingofsourcecoderemainstobedone.

ThecurrentlistofsourcecodeforGBRN includes:

fu_on .......................
................... Values ..........._ ....apne Apply pointsand extents to a un formfield from a

Landmarkin,real coordinates file (.coord).
.................center 'Center.........._e coordinatesystemofthefieid,..............
cont " "' con_t'"""afield.' '"''"' ' '' "' "" ' ' ' " ""''"'
control .............. " ................SetsupLuiwndgetsfordemons_tionpurposes.
Conv3d .............Pei'fo_atrue3D convolution6/ia3D'dataSet....................
err"'tdt ............. •.................................._ ID.sngnalp_sslng stepi_unctionfordamreduction

whschpreserves gross sisnal ch_tcristics.. ......
extrude_slice ......... Takesa 2D field andextrudes it m 3D for 2D panicle

advection.
f_edit 2 Modules'_ _sform an irregularo rectilinatfield _

auniformandbackagain, ts......if..pne ....' ...... "_0ws manual settingOfthe mints and...Cxtenarra_,. I
from Fieldto mesh version with4 trianglesperquad U

opposed to the standard2. ForGBRN viewer style output.
f_to_scat Cream a ID 3S _acefield from a 3D 3Space field

, , . according to threshold values.
t_write Writeout data sans header_to a file. ...........
fe ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,...., 4D patefitpmto_. Includes FUzzyengine. ........
fuz Reprogrammablefuzzy engine, workstop_d a,_tests '

...... proved too slow. Akin to mathmaticakernel. .....
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_ometdc intersectionof tWOfields.
gmgr GraphiCstransformationmanager.Foru_ withallAVS

mc._lulesthatproducegeometryinLambertcoordinates.
Thinmodule_adsa Landmarkspifi!e; ..............

gr_ ................. A gradientfunction. ., .............I ] IIUIUI L If

grow_feB Severalm(_ules, Grow a region froma point.Grow a
regionfromthe resultsof a threshold. And generate
regiongrowing kernels.

i_slicer:' ............................ IAC module...............................................
,,

i_to a,..... AVS.
[n_u_ Fieldineqmdityoperator. .................

in_ ..... A module f,_rline'arila_rpolad_n_tween two fields.
invert inve.Fa field(specialCas_forNu!iv_i_ i:'i ....
mas ...........Media]axis of symmetry, for patent.(Not complete),
modname Mongo m_ule for to reduceprocessand memory

requirements.
............. Most'signi_C_t errormodule. ..................' ' _ 'ms¢

netb 'Networkbrow'_r for'demoenvironment. ...........' '
....... I S / '"'1I "' II lull ]_ iii _ '_ iiii # U([I'['

0rient_seismic Createstwoequivalenttcomputauonauy) tlelOSlromtwo
interse_dn8 fields.UsesInterpolationtogeneratebest
approximationwntherrorterm.Usedto preprocessall
dam sets.

read_bline _e_r for LandmarkAscI| fde rmat.(_lockhnes._) I I I I • I [

othermarkers,etc.) .
Comc0 _/3D'simula_on outputfor vnsualnzation.::__cc Read ................ .... ..................

read_fiat Re_ flau-defor modelingeffort.
read_lmw .............. ReadLandmarkwell indexform'ats.(3 diffe_'ntversions).
read_well Re'_ wee log data into ID 3Space'fieldS, ................III

reord 'Rester andmirror in any dincfionanAvs uniform or ....
rectilinearfield.

s_to_f Scatterdatato field _'iaHard',smul'_'u¢_uadraUc"e(Luation,
scat_3d .............. iAC module modified for GBII_N,.............
_at_to_tri .... IACmodule modified for GBRN.

I I I _ A _,ill I ]I I_ II I I l I _

module modified for GBRN.......,, I_A_scatter_arrows....
scatter_bounds IAC module modified for GBR}_........
scatte_cubes ....... IAC u e modified for GBRN.mod 1..................

I1[111111 I I[I I I I

seismic_intersect Given two 3D uniformor equivale'ntrectilinearfields .........
,_,rform the union.

-- '........ .............................sobel A true3D so rator.
top_gp Top Ofgeopressuremodule. IniegrafiOnof W. He'sWork,

Unfinished.
-tracker........... (_nfinished_mphical2D fieldeditorri_ormodeling.

I iii ]11 ii I V ii _ i iii i _ _ I [i ii iii i ]1vg , , , anance graph_modulesources, for future,work. - -,,_,,
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Thereareapproximately29,000linesofsourcecodeintheabovemodules.
Thistotald_snotincl_oldversionsfromi992.
SomeoftheabovemoduleswerecreatedinsupportoftheGBRN modelingeffortatCornell
University.
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L.DEO/PSU/Lmndnmrk Graphics

Work Performed to Date

1. Landmarksoftware installationand upgradingat L-DEO, LSU, Comell, and PSU.
2. ProvidedVersatecSBUS card and installationadvice.
3. LoadedPennzoilel al and Texaco/Chevron 3-D seismic datafrom SEGY tape,

load welldata,and.tapecopies of data and subsets of data.
4. Seismic interpretationof 120 horizons and 50 faults of Pennzoil3-D data.
5. Computedanddisplayed Hilbertattributesof seismic data includingcomputation

of ampl!tude,frequency,and ph_ attributes.
6. Integrationof h.onzoninterpretation,fault interpretation,Hiibertatmbutes,and

hthologic idenuficationfrom wells.
7. Framesof 2:-Dand3-D views of integra.u,ddata.
8. A program,sourcec_, anddocumentauon called pout, provided byLandmark,

thatsearchesa Landmarkdatabase for well APl numberand outputsa file called
poslog.u¢. 'Dds file contains well cleviatton,location, andtime informationin
ordertodrawwell paths in Avg.

9. Landmarkprovtdecla program,source code, anddocumentationcalled prjcnv
thatconvertscoordmate informationbetween Landm_ internalcoordinates,
annotationcoordinates, and realworld coordinatesfor loading data to AVS for
4-D seismicanalysis.

10. Provided a programto change namesof log curves in database in orderto display
propedyin SeisWorks3-D.

1I. LandmarkprovidedDan Wexler of Sun Microsystems with informationabout
thec.d. format to aid Dan in his generationof a 3-D demo usingGBRN data.

12. Providedinformationon transformingcoordinate systems betweendata sets,
necessaryto workon overlay of the well locations on topof the data Cube.
Landmarkpmvtdedan xwd file that shows the locationsof the bloc_,
complete data sets, sub_t data sets, and the best-suitedAVS field formats.

13. Traveledto AAIq3in New Orleans, LA April 1993 to demonstrateLandmark
roductson a workstationusmg GBRN SeuCu.beand SurfCubepm_ that

[_ncludedfaults, horizons,and cultural informauonfrom the Pennzotldataset.
14. Traveledto LamontSeptember 1993 to work with Ed Bagdonas,Wei He and

RobinReynoldson the following issues:
L Data orderingdifferences between AVS and landmark.
b. Time to dep.thconversion with respect to AVS and graphics.
c. Attemptto line up Pennzoil and Texaco data extents.
d. Acquirewell devmtion information in time, notdepth.

15. Providedstandardsfor LANDMARK Curve Dictionary--ranges,colors.
16. Updateddata export format.
17. Customersupportincluded:

a. Lk_nse managerconflict questions and Solaris 2.2 questions.
b. Preliminaryevaluauon of database .
c. Providedideas for free data.exchangeamong GBRNmembers.
d. Informationon how to specify a remote tapedrive to load data from tape.
e. Overallevaluationof projectand curve integrity.
f. Assistancein loading synthetic seismograms and properlydisplayingin

SeisWorks3-D.
Programming_uestions and data loading questions.

_: AVS visualization techniques.
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Attachment 6
_pte 2-D pressure interpretation
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Attachment 6
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Map view of well paths for Eugene Island 330 Field
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Well log cross-section illustrating stratigraphic interpretation



8-30-93 Flemings presented GBRN project at an international
consortium for continental drilling program in Germany.

9-3-93 Curve data for Block 314 completely loaded to Geolog and
LANDMARK.
Block 314 deviation data complete in Geolog.

9-10-93 Deviation data for Block 314, BHT and mud resistivity
data for Block 330 and time depth data fro Block 314
were loaded to LANDMARK.

9-13-93 Bishop and Hart attended LANDMARK SeisWorks training
classes.

9-23-93 David Roach (Lamont) delivered a Sun workstation with 2
monitors, an IPX disk drive, and additional memory
which will eventually be equipped with LANDMARK
and Geolog and shipped to the Block 330 A platform.
John Austin (Pennzoil) and Flemings discuss revisions to
well path of A-2OST2 (Pathfinder).

9-24-93 Request for abstracts for the GBRN poster session at the
AAPG Convention.
Block 331 curve and deviation data complete in Geolog.
New SeisWorks Project created containing Pennzoil's 'old'
seismic survey (better resolution at shallow depths
than other Pennzoil survey)

9-27-93 Tektronix Phaser IISDX PostScript color plotter arrived.

9-28-93 Sun Microsystems Sparc 10 workstation arrived.
Received digital log curves from Pennzoil for A-6ST
(Block 330).
Flemings visited Shell to obtain more paper copies of 3-D
seismic data.

9-29-93 Budget seized by Penn State.
Located bottom hole temperature measurements for
Exxon Production/Research Company as per request by
Rarnil Wright.

9-30-93 Steve Losh (Cornell) visited Penn State to tour potential
site of GBRN core repository.



7-30-93 Began to send out weekly progress reports to other
members of GBRN.
Velocity data loaded to Geolog for select wells in Blocks
330/331.
Wire and deviation sets completed for Blocks 338/339.
Pennzoil sand top picks and mud weight sets loaded to
Geolog.
All deviation data for Blocks 330, 338, 339 complete in
LANDMARKdatabase.
Time Depth tables loaded and copied to wells in 330/33 i.
All mud weight & sand top pick tnfo in LANDMARK.

8-6-93 Log header data fully loaded to both Geolog and
LANDMARK.
Deviation data for additional wells in Blocks 338/339
loaded to both databases.
Intensive quality control of LANDMARKdatabase.
Instructions on how to access PSU's data using
anonymous ftp directory included in friday mailing.
Preliminary version of database sent to LANDMARKand
Lamont for review.

8-10-93 Sent 8mm tape containing digital curve data for Block
330 to David Sibley (Chevron) as part of data swap.

8-13-93 Continued quality control of log curves in LANDMARK.

8-20-93 Most of curve data for Block 314 loaded to Geolog.
Porosity data set loaded to Geolog and Landmark--
includes Depth, Sand, Porosity, and Permeability.
Some of the FMS data for 330_PZ_A-6ST also loaded.

8-23-93 Delivered Chevron-donated digital curve data for Blocks
338 & 339 to Pennzoil as part of data swap arrangement.

8-24-93 Flemings visited Shell and obtained paper copies of 3-D
seismic survey.

8-27-93 FMS and dip data for 330_PZ_A-6ST complete in Geolog.



Penn State Calendar of Activities related to Reservoir
Characterization for DOE Enhanced Recovery Research

Project

5-1-93 Received well log data from Exxon.

5-17-93 Kym Fineran hired to manage Geolog database.

5-31-93 Exxon-donated well log curve data and header
information loaded for various wells in the Eugene
Island project.

6-1-93 Beth Bishop hired to manage LANDMARK database.

6-7-93 Peter Flemings presented results at semi-annual GBRN
meeting in Lafayette.

6-9-93 Flemings visited Chevron and obtained access for log
curve and deviation data for wells in Blocks 338/339.

6-10-93 Flemings v_sited Shell to view 3-D seismic survey.

6-29-93 Received and loaded lamont-purchased deviation data for
various wells in Eugene Island project.

7-1-93 Anil Deshpande, new Ph.D. graduate student, arrived to
begin working in reservoir characterization effort.

7-1-93 Bruce Hart, post-doc, hired for reservoir characterization
effort.

7-2-93 Received and loaded Pennzoil-donated deviation data for
E.I. Block 330.

7-12-93 Loaded mud weight set compiled by Laurel Alexander
(Cornell).

7-15-93 Flemings arranged data swap among Chevron, Pennzoil,
and GBRN of all digital log data for wells in Eugene Island
Blocks 330, 338, and 339.

7-27-93 Hart compiled list of sand top picks from Pennzoil-
donated paper logs.

Attachment2
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Stratigraphic Salt AnalFsis & Fluid Potential Amplitude
Interpretation Palm,graphic Analy_m Mapping

Reconstruction Analysis
L_

Attachment 1
Task Tree



Prolected Completion Dates of Sub-tasks and Sub-sub-task.q

4.1: Stratlgraphic Interpretation
Original: 10/92-11/94 Current: 10/92-11/94

4.1.1: 16 Block 2-D analysis (PSU)
Original Projection: 10/1/93
Current Projection: 1/1/94

4.1.2:4 Block, 3-D analysis (PSU)
Original Projection: 11/94
Current Projection: 11/94

4.1.3: North-South Transects (CU)
Original Projection: 10/93
Current Projection: 1/1/94

4.2: Salt Analysis and Paleogeographic Reconstruction
Original: 10/92-11/94 Current: 10/92-11/94

4.2.1: N-S Transects (CU & PSU)
Original Projection: 10/1/94
Current Projection: 5/1/95

4.2.2:16 Block 3-D Restoration (CU)
Original Projection: 11/94
Current Projection: 11/94

4.3: Fluid Potential Analysis (PSU)
Original: 10/92-10/95 Current: 10/92-10-95

4.3.1: Fault Plane Mapping (PSU)
Original Projection: 10/92-9/94
Current Projection: 10/92-9/94

4.3.2: Structure Maps (PSU)
Original Projection: 10/92-9/94
Current Projection: 10/92-10/94

4.3.3: 3-D Permeability Pathways (PSU)
Original Projection: 8/94-10/95
Current Projection: 8/94-10/95

4.3.4: Pressure Mapping (PSU)
Original Projection: 10/92-7/93
Current Projection: 10/92-6/94

4.3.5: Temperature Mapping (G. Guerin, LDEO)

4.4: Amplitude Mapping Analysis (R. Anderson, LDEO)



A 2-D pressure analysis report will be available by
1/1/94. A 3-D pressure analysis report will be
available by 6/94.
(Example: Attachment 6)

4.3.5: Temperature Ivlapping (G. Guerin, I.DEO)
Temperature mapping Is the primary responsibility
of Mr. G. Guerin, a graduate student at LDEO;
however Penn State will work closely with Mr.
Guertn to locate and interpret his data.

)

In addition, PSUand LDEOhave been strongly
supportive of research efforts within Exxon
Production Research Company (EPRCO)to develop
an extensive set of bottom-hole temperatures to
derive temperature maps of the sub-surface. This
has involved: 1) sending to EPRCOall of our
measured bottom hole temperature data, 2.) locating
for EPRCOover 1000 bottom hole temperature
measurements that they have acquired, 3) sending
to EPRCOa detailed temperature log for the A-23
well.

4.4: Amplitude Mapping Analysis (R. Anderson, LDEO)

This is the primary responsibiliW of R.N. Anderson, LDEO.
PSUhas assisted by providing the locations of well data
(XYZ,T) for the amplitude analysis.

6
w



b) Abstracts from this research are blng submitted
to the 1994 AAPG meeting for the _E/GBRN
Eugene Island symposium. Mark Rowan will
finalize structural restorations for the project, and
perform 3-D seismic restorations across the 330
and 331 field. .

4.2.2:16 Block 3-D Restoration (CU)
This sub-sub-task is in its initial phases. Mark
Rowan (CU) Will have primary responsibility for
this work. Rowan will visit PSU on 10/15/94 to
make formal plans for proceeding with this work.

4.3: Fluid Potential Analysis (PSU)
4.3.1: Fault Plane Mapping (PSU)

This sub-sub-task is in its initial phases. One
preliminary fault-plane map has been constructed
by Laurel Alexander at Cornell University.

4.3.2: Structure Maps (PSU)
Two levels of structure maps are being produced.
Regional structure maps have been completed
based on 16-block stratlgraphtc mapping. Detailed
field-scale structure maps, where not previously
accomplished by Pennzotl, are being constructed.
(Example: Attachment 5)

4.3.3: 3-D PermeabiliW Pathways (PSU)
This sub-sub-task involves the integration of all of
the Reservoir Characterization work. It is in its very
inital phases.

4.3.4: Pressure Mapping (PSI.')
The acquisition of all deviation data for the 330 area
has allowed much more detailed location of pressure
horizons. Anti Deshpande (graduate student, PSU)
has written a program, PMAP, to locate all pressure
measurements in three dimensions. This data is then
output to an ascii file and contoured with mapping
(GMT) software. At this stage only 2-D 'cross-
sections' of pressure can be constructed. We are
currently focussing on extending this technique to 3-
D pressure mapping.



c) Peter Flemings came to Boulder for one week to
work with Mark Rowan (CU Research Scientist),
FadJarBudhijanto (CU graduate student) and Paul
Weimer (CU Assistant Prof.) to work on Interpreting
the regional profiles. Flemlngs brought the data
from detailed stratigraphic studies that he has
conducted in the El 330/331 fields. These data
were integrated into the regional interpretation.
First, the structural geologyof thearea was
interpreted to constrain strattgraphiccorrelation.
The area is especlaUycomplexregarding the
distribution of buried salt in the area. Synthetic
seismogramswere generated at CU-Boulderusing
DL._ (CognlSels)and GeoO.uestsoftware.
Biostratlgraphywas correlated to the wells and
then horizons were correlated through the area on
the profiles.

4.2: Salt Analysisand PaleogeographicReconstruction
4.2.1: N-STransects(CU & PSU)

Primary responsibility for this sub-sub-task lies
with Paul Welmer (UniversiW of Colorado). This
sub-sub-task involves integrating the regional
sequence stratigraphic interpretations (sub-sub-
task 4.1.3) with a palynspastic restoration to
understand regional structural and stratigraphic
evolution. This sub-sub task was originally planned
to be completed by 1011194. However, progress has
been more rapid than expected and we plan a final
write-up by 2/1/94. Progress is Itemized below:.

a) From the regional stratigraphlc interpretations
(sub-sub-task 4.1.3) an initial structural restoration
of the regional seismic profiles was done by Mark
Rowan. This report of the study is critical to placing
important constraints on the timing of fluid
migration into the El 330 field. Preliminary results
indicate that initial migration of petroleum Into the
El 330 mini-basin started somewhere between 3.4
and 2.7 Ma. The results from these two pro_ects
were presented at the GBRNmeeting in Baton Rouge
in June.

4



4.1.2:4 Block, 3-D analysis (PSU)
Penn State has just completed the data aqulsltlon
phase for this sub-sub-task. The last S months have
been spent bringing a Landmark (3-D seismic
visualizaUon syst_em)on line and loa_ng _ 3-D
seismic data sets for the 330 block (Pennzoil) and
the 338/339 block (Texaco). In addition, over 5OO
digital well logs (acquired from Shell, Chevron,
Pennzoil and Exxon) have been loaded into Penn
State's log database and Landmark system. Bruce
Hart (Research Scientist, Penn State), will be
focussing on this task over the next 12 months.
(Example: Attachment 4)

4.1.3:N-STransects(CU& PSU)
Primaryresponsibilityforthissub-sub-tasklies
withPaulWeimer (Unlversit'yofColorado).This
sub-subtaskisinwrlte-upphase.Ultimately,this
workwillbepublishedInconjunctionwithsub-
sub-task4.2.{N-STransect,StructuralRestoration)
and published.However,a formalfinalreport
containingjustsub-sub-task4.1.3willbe
completedand submittedtoLDEO by I/1/94.
Progressisitendzedbelow:

a)The UniversityofColoradoGroup obtainedthe
regionalseismicprofilesfromJohnAndersonat
HalliburtonEnergyServicesinHouston.Selsmlc
dataconsistofthreeregionalnorth-southprofiles
and 4 east-westseismicprofiles.Additional
proprietaryseismicprofileswerealsoobtainedand
usedintheinterpretationoftheproject.

b)PeterFlemings(PSU)purchasdblostratigraphic
reportsfromMicroStratInc..Therewereflvewells
fromEugeneIslandincludedinthlspurchase:
Conoco269 #A-I,Exxon332 #I,Unocal355,Unocal
372,and Texaco394 #I.



Penn State Quarterly Report-Oct 1, 1993

overview

Peter Flemlngs at Penn state ts responsible for managing the
reservoir characterization task. An outline of the Individual tasks are
provided below and tn Attachment 1. A calendar of events relating
to this reservoir characterization project Is Included as Attachment 2.
Primary responsibility for tasks are shown In parentheses: psu=
Penn State University, CU- University of Colorado- Boulder, LDEO-
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory)

Task 4: Reservoir Characterization
4.1: Strattgraphlc Interpretation

4.1.1:16 Block 2-D analysis (PSU)
4.1.2:4 Block, 3-D analysis (PSU)
4.1.3: North-Sou_ Transects (CU)

4.2: Salt Analysis and Paleogeographlc Reconstruction
4.2.1: N-S Transects (CU & PSU)
4.2.2:i6 Block 3=D Restoration (CU)

4.3: Fluid Potential Analysis (PSU)
4.3.1: Fault Plane Mapping (PSU)
4.3.2: Structure Maps (PSU)
4.3.3: 3-D Permeability Pathways (PSU)
4.3.4: Pressure Mapping (PSU)
4.3.5: Temperature Mapping (G. Guertn, LDEO)

4.4: Amplitude Mapping Analysis (R. Anderson, LDEO)

Proaress Made bv Subtask
w v

4. I: Stratigraphic Interpretation
4. I. 1: 16 Block 2=Danalysis (PSU)

Sub=Sub Task 4. I. I, the 16=Block 2=Danalysis Is
now at the stage of final write-up. The final report
on thls subtask will be a paper submitted to the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists
Bulletin by Alexander and Flemlngs. This task will
be completed with a final report available by
I/I/94 (Example: Attachment 3).
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Peter Flemings - Penn State
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Task 3 - Attachment B

List of Collaborative Meetings
to Plan the Pathfinder Experiments (continued)

6. August 27. 1993 - Stage 1 Whole Coring Meeting (Houston, Texas): This is
the second meeting of the coring experts to discuss in more detail procedures,
operations, and equipment to best meet our objectives. Attendance included:

Lana Billeaud GBRN - Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Steven Losh GBRN - Cornell
Kirk Deshotels Baker Hughes INTEQ
Michael Wooten Exxon Research
John Haberman Texaco EPTD
Scott Jortner Pennzoil - Lafayette
Stephen Polnaszek Texaco EPTD
Randy Ray M-I Drilling Fluids
Kenny Helmer M-I Drilling Fluids
Rick Hahn Core Labs
Freddi Manni Core Labs
Henderson Watkins Core Labs

7. September 13. 1993 - Schlumberger Meeting (Houston, Texas): Since several of
Schlumberger divisions are being used in the experiments, we had a meeting to
request an overall Schlumberger coordinator assigned to our project and that the
prices be discounted due to the large amount of work given to Schlumberger and
the future work that this project may generate for Schlumberger if successful.
Also, to discuss specific procedures and mechanical options of these experiments.
Attendance included:

Roger Anderson GBRN - Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Lana Billeaud GBRN- Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Peter Flemings GBRN - Penn State
Steve Smythe Schlumberger Well Services- Lafayette
David Norman Dowell Schlumberger
Tom Pullick Anadrill/Schlumberger
Jack Walker Schlumberger
Mike Honor Schlumberger Wireline Services
Charles Morris Schlumberger

8. Pre-Spud Meeting II (Lafayette); Anticipated for mid-October with Pennzoil.
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Task 3 - Attachment B

List of Collaborative Meetings
to Plan the Pathfinder Experiments (continued)

Mike Honor Schlumberger
Russ Hertzog Schlumberger
Tom Pullick Schlumberger
John Austin Pennzoil

4. Au2ust 25. 1993 - Pennzoil Pre-Soud Meetin_ (Lafayette. Louisiana): To
acquaint the operations people at Pennzoil with our field demonstration
experiment and the theories behind these experiments and to ask advice on the
operational and mechanical validity of our experiments and mechanical
capabilities of the rig. Attendance included:

Roger Anderson GBRN- Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Lana Billeaud GBRN- Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Peter Flemings GBRN - Penn State
Steven Losh GBRN - Comell
Dan Dronet Pennzoil - Houston
Scott Jormer Pennzoil - Lafayette
Larry Kinler Pennzoil- Houston
Skip Kimball Pennzoil- Lafayette
Joe Walker Pennzoil- Lafayette
John Austin Pennzoil - Houston
Robert Roger Pennzoil- Lafayette
Sid Siddiqui Pennzoil - Houston
Brad Moody Permzoil- Houston
Paul Keyer Pennzoil - Lafayette
Dick Ellis Pennzoil - Houston

5. August 26. 1993 - Stage 3 Experiments Meeting (Lafayette. Louisiana): To
acquaint subcontractors with our stage 3 experiments and the theories behind
these experiments and to ask advice on the operational and mechanical validity
of our experiments and specific procedures. Attendance included:

Roger Anderson GBRN- Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Lana BiUeaud GBRN - Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Peter Flemings GBRN - Penn State
Steve Smythe Schlumberger Well Services
David Norman Dowell/Schlumberger
Dick Ellis Pennzoil - Houston
John Hebert Schlumberger Well Services



Task 3 - Attachment B
List of Collaborative Meetings

to Plan the Pathfinder Experiments

1. May 13. 1993 - Whole Corin2 Meetin21 (Houston. Texas): To acquaint the
coring experts gathered with our progr-amand promote discussion of procedures,
operations, and equipment to best meet our objectives. Attendance included:

Steven Losh GBRN - Comell
Lana Billeaud GBRN - Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Tom Gennings Baker Hughes INTEQ
Kirk Deshotels Baker Hughes INTEQ
Bob Pottorf Exxon Research
Michael Wooten Exxon Research
Rick Young DBS
John Haberman Texaco EFFD
Mike Archer Chevron
Jay Shearer Conoco
Peter D'Onfro Conoco
Deet Schumacher Pennzoil
Sid Siddiqui Pennzoil

2. Au2ust 16. 1993 - Real-time Seismic Meeti_'ne(Houston. Texas): To acquaint the
real-time seismic subcontractors with our project and promote discussion of
proceAures, operation, and design of this experiment. This experiment was later
omitted due to the unproven pulse tool, the complexity of the operation, and
budget limitations. Attendance included:

Roger Anderson GBRN- Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Alf Klaveness Klaveness Research Corp.
Norman Neidell N.S. Neidell and Associates
Jia-Wen Lin Pennzoil - Houston
Jaswant Singh Sperry - Sun
Paul Rodney Sperry - Sun
Bob Hyde Eastern Geophisical Inc.
Maggie Smith N.S. Neidell and Associates
Fred Woodland Syntron Inc.

3. To acquaint
Schlumberger with our logging program and our experiments and ask advice of
how best to gather the objective data. Attendance included:

Roger Anderson GBRN- Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Lana Billeaud GBRN- Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Peter Flemings GBRN - Penn State
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8. if a sample is notcollectedfor any reason,markthe intervalon an empty
bag and labelas a gap. DD ND/17//in the gap with substitute samples/

9. When 15-20 sampleshave been taken, placethem in a burlapbag, secure
and label for shippingto:

EllingtonLabs
9099 Katy Freeway, Suite 128
Houston,Texas 77024
(713) 827-7480

Each burlapbagshouldbe clearlymarkedwiththe destination,well name
andsample rangeenclosed.

Logistics
Unlessotherwiseinstructed1 set of wet and drysamplesshouldbe shipped
on a regularbasisevery 1000-1500 feet or at leastnnce a week depending
on the ddl!ingrate andavailabilityof transportation. Bus linesare adequate
for routinesampledeliverybuthot shotservice may be requestedfor critical
intervals. One set of wet samplesshouldremainon the rigas a backup

' untilTD has been reached and ithas been determinedthat a complete
set has been received.The rigset canthen be discarded.

DMB 3/93



Task Four - Reservoir Characterization
Peter Flemings- Task Manager

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory Report

4.3.5 Temperature Mavvin_: From a data set of temperatures from the different
wells, Gilles Guedn will build the complete 3-D temperature distribution inside
the data-cube. The temperatures used are mostly Bottom Hole Temperatures;
therefore, the information must be either corrected from the time of circulation,
when available, or calibrated by more accurate data, like DST temperatures. All
of the values, taken at different depths, allow the computation of a general law for
temperature vs. depth. In the method used, the law is computed using a
Chebychev-polynomials fit. The law obtained from the BHT is corrected with the
law obtained from the DST, and the resulting general law is applied to all the
wells. For each well, the depths of the different isotherms are interpolated, and
the isotherm surfaces mapping is computed with a spherical kriging. One of the
applications of this mapping will be to determine the different thermal regimes
within the data-cube. Based on the lithology, a 3-D temperature distribution can
be computed assuming a conductive heat flow. From the differences between this
temperature evaluation and the actual distribution, one can infer the areas where
convective heat flow and where active fluid circtilation has occurred, or still
occurs. This information can be linked to the different fracture opening/closing
cycles. At this point, a first mapping has been produced, but some areas with
scattered temperatures must be reevaluated with new data in order to produce the
final results.

4.4 Amplitude Mapping Analysis: The technical progress report for this sub-task is
addressed in the Task 2 - Attachment A, AVS/L-DEO report.
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5. Modeling

Two dimensional Akcess.Basin models that describe fluid flow, salt
and sediment diapirism, sedimentation and erosion, faulting, temperature
evolution,, salt transport, and fluid flow (by all possible fluid drive
mechanisms) have been developed and nearly all aspects have been
successfully tested. Techniques to input of geologic data via fiat files and
subsequent pre-processing by APL routines have been developed and
implemented, as have techniques to determine the physical properties of
sediments from lithology. The APL routines have been placed under a
Macintosh shell on a Spark 10 Workstation so that all steps in the modeling
can be carried out on a single computer. Simple 3D models have been run
on 32 and 64 processor Kendal Square parallel computers and a minimum
65% of theoretical speedup demonstrated. The realistic 2D algorithms have
been about 75% converted to 3D. Realistic 3D descriptions of the geology
on a regional and minibasin scale are in the advanced stages of
preparation. Methods for the 3D visualization of input data and model
results using AVS are nearly complete. Manuals fully describing of the 2D
models are nearly finished. Drafts were distributed to the Corporate
Affiliates in June. A paper describing performance of the simple 3D
models on parallel computers has been completed.

The result is that although some of the chemical aspects of modeling
are behind schedule, the demonstration of realistic 3D modeling of the
South Eugene Island minibasin is on schedule for December. This, and
delivery of the 2D modeling system to our industry affiliates, are the main
objectives for next quarter.

5.1 Geologic Input

5.1.1 2-D flat files, SEI Minibasin Scale (100% completed)

Two geologic cross-sections that run through the SEI area, and 8 two-
way time seismic structural maps showing the location of all faults and the
thickness (in time) of the major stratigraphic subdivisions have been
prepared.

From this data 4 fiat files (N-S cross sections) defining the faults and
strata across the SEI minibasin have been prepared. Each flat file consists
of 37 horizons and 11 pseudo-wells. Time is converted to depth in the
APL pre-processing step. The flat files provide as realistic a description of
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the SEI geology as can be extracted from the 2-D seismic sections and
drilling available in the area.

This work completes this sub task.

5.1.2 30 flat files, SEI Minibasin Scale (50% completed)

The four 2-D sections (flat files) described above comprise a realistic
3D flat file on the South Eugene Minibasin scale. Thus one 3D flat file has
been constructed.

A translator has been written to convert AVS data to Akcess.Basin
macrofile format. This program has been used to generate a 3D test case
(homogeneous medium for thermal conduction and convection models).
The translator has been written to allow AVS interpretations of 3D seismic
data to be converted to 3D flat files. The translator is undergoing revision
and testing, and should be operational within the next 6 months.

5.1.3 Realistic 3-D SEI description (2096 completed)

The work described in 5.1.2 has generated one realistic 3D SEI
description, and laid the foundation for refining the interpretation using 3D
seismic data and AVS. These refinements will begin when 3D seismic
surveys of the SEI area are fully installed on the Cornell Spark 10 and can
be visualized using Landmark Software. This is the main objective for next
quarter.

5.1.4 Present Porosity distribution (50% completed)

Porosity values from 26 wells in the SEI Minibasin study area have
been extracted from well logs and formatted. Data from about 12 more
wells is available from Penn State. Next quarter this data will be sent to
AVS for 3D visualization. An AVS algorithm has been written to read
scatter data (such as porosity values down the ~38 wells) and AVS
algorithms are under development to interpolate and visualize the scatter
data.

The graduate student responsible for this work went on medical
leave at the start of the summer. Work is being continued, however, by a
Research Associate.
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5.1.5 Representative Volume Element (RVE) 2-D Seismic Lines (25%
Completed)

One 120 km semi-schematic section has been compiled. Age horizons
for 2.2, 2.8, and 5.3 Ma were taken from DNAG and extended basin wards
towards greater depth according to characteristic patterns extracted
qualitatively from a series of Exxon seismic lines. Spacing and location of
salt features were idealized according to published maps and cross
sections. Basin ward salt is described as rising from an allocthonous (5.3
Ma) salt sheet, equivalent to the present day Sigsbee Nappe. Ultra deep
salt structures include a salt ramp connecting the Jurassic mother salt to
the Miocene-Pliocene semi-horizontal salt sheet.

Salt movement in the section has been described using the APL pre-
processor. The resulting geological history model shows the mutual
interrelation, of sediment progradation and aggradation, salt rise, fall, and
lateral movements. The Flat, Tabgo, and Seal files develol_ed provide input
for RVE-scale Akcess.Basin modeling (Task 5.2.2). RVE-scale modeling in
Akcess.Basin has and will continue to provide information about possible
deep and ultra deep basin flow and temperature histories, that is crucial
for determining hydrocarbon source and pathways.

The second phase of the regional studies is in progress. Six 200 to
300 km long N-S paleostratigraphy lines have been contributed to the
project by ARCO. One of these lines has been processed by the APL pre-
processor to define the history of salt movement on a 300 kilometer scale.
Processing of the other sections is in progress. When completed the 6 N-S
flat files will provide the input for a regional 2D and 3D Akcess.Basin
models.

5.1.6 Near Fault Details (50% Completed)

Very detailed sequence stratigraphic interpretation of 2D seismic
data and well logs in the SEI Minibasin has been completed and a paper
prepared (Flemings and Alexander). Fault plane mapping of the principal
structures has been largely completed and shows where sand on sand
contacts allows water flow and hydrocarbon spillage across the major
faults in Block 330 area. Three dimensional seismic data has been used in
this interpretation.

The objectives for the next and subsequent quarters are to finalize
the structural and stratigraphic interpretations in the vicinity of the main
fault zone using the Pennzoil 3-D seismic survey, and to join this with the
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SEI Mtnibastn scale sand network to support high resolution models of flow
along the parts of the Red Fault to be intersected by DOE drilling.

5.1.7 History of Salt Movement (30% Completed)

The regional history of salt movement has been extracted from
recent literature and used to construct fiat files and make 2D Akcess.basin
flow simulations. During Miocene-Piiocene transition, salt moved upward
and basin ward into a near-surface position. Subsequent sedimentation,
salt diapirism, and growth faulting produced isolated flow compartments
within individual "mini-basins." When further lateral salt flow and
diapirism led to the evacuation of salt between diapirs at about 2 million
years ago (Seni, 1992, Mar. Petrol. Geol., vol. 9, p. 452-468), the resulting
salt welds allowed deep gas and water to enter the basins and perhaps
assist hydrocarbon migration. This history of regional salt movement has
been incorporated into regional 2D flat files (task 5.1.5) and the flat files
have been used to make Akcess.Basin flow simulations to evaluate the
magnitudes of fluid flow trough the salt welds (task 5.2.2).

Analysis in the next quarter of the ARCO sequence stratigraphic
sections described in task 5.1.5 will test the hypothesis that salt movement
is primarily responsible for the observed regional variations in total
thickness of stratigraphic units and interpreted sedimentation rates.
According to this hypothesis, areas that experienced rapid sedimentation
should have experienced rapid salt withdrawal at the same time. Salt
structures that were actively growing over a particular time interval
should underlie attenuated strata of the same age interval.

An idealized history of salt diapirism for the salt ridge to the north of
the Red Fault has been incorporated in the Akcess.basin models. In the
next quarters a more accurate evolution of the SEI salt diapir geometries
(from 3D seismic interpretations) will be simulated. This is a critical area
where there has been little work to date.

5.1.8 Continuing modification of geologic input (Scheduled for
initiation 7/1/94)

5.1.9 Geologic and Geochemical observations (~10% Completed; Scheduled
for initiation 4/1/95)

A large Pennzoil data base of side wall core analyses has been put
into Excel Spreadsheet format suitable for AVS visualization with the
scattered data algorithms under development. Illite-smectite ratios have



been compiled for several holes in the SEI study area. Oxygen isotopic
variations have been defined in one hole through the Red Fault to provide
additional constraints on thermal maturity anomalies. All data seems to
show anomalously high temperatures have persistently existed near the
Red Fault. This data has not as yet been incorporated into the Flat Files
and has not as yet been visualized in 3D using AVS techniques. This is
planned in subsequent quarters.

$.2 Model Simulations

5.2.1 2-D cross sections (65% Completed)

Five 2D flat files describing the geologic evolution of 4 N-S cross-
sections of the SEI area have been generated with the APL pre-processor.
Akcess.Basin 2D simulations have been carried out on 2 of these sections.

!

On one, calculations have been carried through the development of
overpressure, seal rupture and venting. Variations in porosity over the 2D
section have been made assuming both exponential and linear compaction
laws, and for fixed and migrating seals. Migrating seals have been found
capable of producing an arrested profile of porosity reduction similar to
that observed in some of the SEI wells. The thermal anomalies produced
by venting are similar to those defined by subsurface well data. Modeling
shows the flow required to produce the anomalies is compatible with that
required to refill the Pennzoil Block 3 30 reservoirs at the rate required to
account for their apparent refilling.

Regional salt movement and pressure build-up and dissipation across
salt welds has been simulated in two regional scale-2D cross-sections. The
calculations have been carried out with both migrating and static seals,
and show the evolution and exchange of overpressures between adjacent
compartments. The model runs show second order temperature
anomalies around individual salt domes due to the high thermal
conductivity of salt. Hot domains lie above domes and c01d domains below
the domes reach all the way to the bottom of the basin (basement depth at
> 12 kin). A first order temperature anomalies are apparent at the RVE
scale. The low temperature domain shifts basin ward with time, following
the basin ward migration of salt. These anomalies will be calculated with
refined gridding and stratigraphy in the next quarter. They are clearly of
potential significance to regional hydrocarbon maturation.

Two sections where sedimentation is controlled by faulting have
been processed with the APL pre-processor and Akcess.basin. The cases
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were used to facilitate and guide the development of faulting algorithms.
The results show that Akcess.basin is capable of the handling highly
deformed elements that are needed to describe faulting.

Major objectives for next quarter are:

- Akcess.basin modeling of the 3 additional cross sections in the
SEI Minibasin

- Pre-processing and Akcess.basin modeling of 4 regional
sections with refined descriptions of stratigraph2_, salt
migration and faulting.

5.2.2 3-D demonstrations (2096 Completed)

A first test case consisting of a simple 3D basin with uniform sand
lithology and a salt dome has been successfully constructed and
successfully used to test 3D templates and parallel computing methods.
Templates, fortran hooks, and flat files that will enable us to carry out 3D
simulations that are as realistic as those already carried out in 2D are
under development. We are aiming for demonstration of realistic 3D
simulations in the next quarter. These realistic simulations will be carried
out in steps:

-steady state fluid flow and temperatures with no sediment
deposition but realistic physical properties,

-transient fluid flow and temperature evolution driven by
sedimentation (active and passive mesh) and the resulting
development of overpressures due to compaction in a realistic
distribution of lithologies and physical properties,

- decompaction and modeling of the SEI Minibasin as in step 2
above,

- seal formation and migration in the SEI Minibasin, and

- salt movement and faulting in the SEI Minibasin.

5.2.3 3-D realistic SEI simulation (0% Completed)
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A major milestone for the next quarter is to generate a realistic 3D
macrofile and run Akcess.Basin 3D on this case. This milestone will be met
when the last steps in 5.2.2 are achieved.

5.2.4 Specific Modeling Investigations (Scheduled for initiation 1/1/94)

5.2.5 Model Synthesis (scheduled for initiation 6/1/95)

5.2.6 Final Modeling Assessment (scheduled for initiation 6/1/95)

5.3 A.kcess.bastn preparation

5.3.1 3-D Template Preparation (30% Completed)

The first simplified templates for conservation equation of energy
and fluid mass have been written. New templates that include
sedimentation and calculate the accumulating sediment weight have also
been completed.

The objectives for next quarter are to:

- create 3D templates for temperature and excess-pressure

- create 3D fluid flow templates for compactive and hydrologic
flow.

5.3.2 Adaptation of Akcess.basin for parallel execution (70% Completed)

A working 3D Akcess.basin algorithm has been demonstrated and a
paper describing the performance of a simple 3D basin venting problem
was presented at the SIAM conference on Geophysics last April. Several
grid sizes and numbers of processors were compared to demonstrate
parallel efficiency on a Kendal Square Research Inc. (KSR1) computer. The
minimum efficiency measured was 65% for the largest model tested on a
32 processor KSR1. Subsequently the Akcess.basin parallel algorithm has
been tested on a 64 processor KSR1 with good results. The algorithm will
be implemented for realistic 3D Akcess.basin templates in the next
quarter. Executions speeds are expected to be fully adequate to support
realistic 3D basin modeling.

5.3.3 Two-phase templates (10°/6 Completed)



Two phase templates have been formulated. They will be
implemented and tested next quarter.

5.3.4 Consultation on and continued tuning of Akcess.basln (Scheduled for
initiation 2/28/94)

5.4 Fortran Algorithms

5.4.1 Dlapirtsm and compaction (70% completed)

Code to express dtaplrism and both linear and exponential
compaction has been written and fully tested in 2D.

Salt diapirism is described entirely kinemattcally and includes salt
rise, salt fall, and salt weld formation. Salt rise is accommodated by
ldnematically thinning the strata above the rising salt and a thickening
adjacent strata. Salt piercing is modeled by an extreme thinning of the
sediment layers to a few meter thickness. Such extreme strains may be a
realistic representation of the involved processes. Thinning of a salt source
layer can be prescribed to feed salt to the rising diapirs and maintain an
approximate volume balance. The APL pre-processor calculates the
volume of all salt layers at all times. When thinning of the salt layer
between domes progresses to the point where the salt layer is only a few
meters thick (e.g., a "salt weld" is formed), the numerical algorithm
switches the material properties of the salt to those of the overburden and
allows fluids to pass through the weld. This technique allows the modeling
of radical changes in fluid flow with time.

The main objective for next quarter is to adapt the 2D algorithms for
3D computations. Twelve of the 18 main subroutines have been extended
to 3D.

5.4.2 Fault Movement (70% Completed)

Two dimensional pre-processor algorithms have been written that
describe fault movements. Input is the horizontal extension between each
pair of age horizons. Output to Akcess.basin is through a file which
describes the node movements due to faulting that occur between each
pair of age horizons. Thus implementation in Akcess.basin is straight
forward. Algorithms are under development for faulting with volume
conservation of macroelements. As presently envisioned 3D
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implementation will be achieved through assembly of 2D sections. Three
dimensional volume conservation may be possible but is not a planned
objective at this time. Full 2D and 3D fault movement implementation is
expected in the next quarter.

5.4.3 Physical Property Algorithms (7096 Completed)

A fabric theory physical property algorithm has been developed that
is able to derive all physical properties directly from lithology (percent
sand, shale, carbonate sand, carbonate mud, salt, etc). The algorithm is
implemented in 2D Akcess.basin.

A pressure seal was incorporated into the model and code written to
maintain the position of a seal at a specified depth so that the seal
migrates through the sediments as new sediments are added to the basin.
This algorithm is stable and robust.

Algorithms to express the effects of fault movement and fluid
pressure on fault permeability have been developed. Some numerical
stability problems have been encountered which will be addressed next
quarter.

Algorithms that describe salt dissolution and transport using the
salinity conservation template have been prepared and are being tested.
Testing will be completed in the next quarter.

5.4.4 Inorganic Alteration Algorithms (Scheduled for Initiation 3/31/94)

5.5 Chemical Models

5.5.1 Gas solubility and gas generation kinetics (60% Completed)

An algorithm that describes hydrocarbon maturation is available
for previous work. A simple hydrocarbon maturation/gas generation
model based on work by Bruan and Burnham ("Mathematical Model of Oil
Generation, Degradation, and Expulsion", Energy and Fuels, v. 4,1990) has
also been developed. Next quarter both models will be implemented and
tested in Akcess.Basin.

A model describing chemical equilibrium between an hydrocarbon
vapor phase and a hydrocarbon liquid phase has been completed. It is
based on the work of Prausnitz ("Molecular Thermodynamics of Fluid-
Phase Equilibria", Prentice-Hall, 1988) and is written in a C routine and
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runs on a PC. The model is being expanded to take into account a third
(aqueous) phase based on the work of Mathias ( "A versatile Phase
Equilibrium Equation of State", Eng. Chem. Pro. Des. Dev, v. 22 p. 385-391,
1983). Presently, the theoretical basis is being confirmed using
Mathematica, a symbolic manipulator. An interface between C-codes and
Akcess.basin is available so the C programs can be directly incorporated
into the models. Next quarter this hydrocarbon phase models will be
implemented and tested within Akcess.Basin.

5.5.2 Inorganic 1D alteration models with gas phase present (2096
Completed)

Models of the conversion of illite to smectite have been constructed
and used to analyze some of the geochemical data. This modeling will be
supported by comunication of the Akcess.Basin time-temperature histories
on the regional and minibasin scales to those engaged in the illite-spectite
modeling.

Gas phase transport modeling under this subtask has slipped about 6
months. A new more realistic finish dates to reflecting this has been
placed in the attached Gantt Schedule.

5.5.3 Equilibrium inorganic chemical alteration (10% completed)

Some basin chemical simulations have been carried out using the
E0.3/6 chemical modeling code. These models are too slow for direct
incorporation into Akcess, and if utilized further will be supported by
communication of the time, temperature and fluid flow history of parts of
specific Akcess.Basin simulations.

Incorporation of the simpler equilbrium alteration techniques
initially proposed has not yet been initiated and the schedule has been
modified to reflect this.

5.6 Visualization of Model Output

5.6.1 Common Computing Environment

The GBRN-viewer has been ported to LSU, Cornell, Columbia and CMC.

Hypermedia HXC has been installed at LSU, Cornell and Columbia.
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Scientist's Workbench has been installed at LSU and Cornell.

The APL preprocessor has been ported to Cornell and LSU

The APL programs have been converted to commercially availabel
software and implimented under a Macintosh simulator called Lichen
on the Sun Workstation at CMC

Mathematica routines or C routines for PC are being changed to C
routines compatible with Akcess.Basin 2D or 3D.

5.6.2 Standardized Input Data File and Macrofile Generation

A Flatfile format has been established for standardized storage of
subsurface data.

Software and been adapted and tested to translate SEI data from
flatfile format to 2D CMC macrofile format

A Preliminary AVS module constructed to convert AVS data format
into 3D CMC macrofile format• The module undergoing testing and
revision

5.6.3 Visualization and Image Transmission

The GBRN-viewer has been modified to handle highly deformed
finite elements. The modifications are currently being tested at LSU,
CMC and Cornell.

A translator that allows the GBRN-viewer to output results in
compressed AVS image format has beenwritten. It is undergoing
testing and revision•

AVS software has been ported to Columbia, Cornell and LSU

Translators to accept compressed binary and ascii output from
Ackess.basin

and output and write XGraph output files to i) visualize a vertical
cross section of the data and ii) look at the value of a variable at a node
as a function of time have been written.
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A translator for the GBRN-viewer that accepts compressed binary
output from Akcess.basin has been writen.

The GBRN-Viewer has been upgraded to increase portability
using the motif graphical user interface and C++ object oriented

programming techniques.
The program is currently undergoing testing and revision.
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Table 1. Revised Gantt Chart. Revised entries are indicated by an asterix
(*). Fully completed tasks are indicated by a pound sign (#).

T_sk #, N_me, Start Finish
(includ|ng the dates)

5 Modeling 10/1/92 10/31/95

5.1 Geologic Input 10/1/92 10/31/95

5.1.1 2-D fiat files 10/1/92 6/30/93
#

5.1.2 3-D fiat files 3/1/93 4/30/94
5.1.3 Realistic 3-D SEI description 6/1/93 4/30/94
5.1.4 Present Porosity distribution 10/1/92 7/30/94
5.1.5 Representative Volume Element

(RVE) 2-D Seismic Lines 10/1/92 7/30/94
5.1.6 Near Fault Details 10/1/93 10/31/95
5.1.7 History of Salt Movement 1/1/93 6/30/95
5.1.8 Continuing modification of 7/1/94 6/30/95

Geologic input
5.1.9 Geologic and Geochemical observations 4/1/95

10/31/95

5.2 Model Simulations 10/1/92 10/31/95

5.2.1 2-D cross sections 10/1/92 6/30/93
5.2.2 3-D demonstrations 2/1/93 1/ 36,'_)4
5.2.3 3-D realistic SEI simulation 8/1/93 3/'_ _1/94
5.2.4 Specific Modeling Investigations 1/1/94 5 3G/95
5.2.5 Model Synthesis 6/1/95 _0 31/95
5.2.6 Final Modeling lnvetigations 6/1/95 10/31I_"i

5.3 Akcess.basin preparations 10/1/92 6/50/95

5.3.1 3-D template 10/1/92 ]./31/94
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5.3.2 Adaptation of Akcess.basin 3/1./93 1/31/94

for parallel execution
5.3.3 Two-phase templates 7/1/93 4/30/94
5.3.4 Consultation and continued tuning ot'2/28/94 6/30/95

Akcess.Basin

5.4 Fortran Algorithms 10/1/92 10/31/94

5.5 Chemical Models 10/1/92 2/28/95

5.5.1 Gas solubility and gas generation kinetics 10/1/92
6/31/94 *

5.5.2 Inorganic !D alteration models 6/30/93 6/31/94

with gas phase present
5.5.3 Equilibrium inorganic chemical alteration 10/1/92

8/31/94 *"
5.5.4 Isotopic Alteration 7/1/94 2/28/95

5.6 Visualization of Model Output 1/1/93 10/31/95

5.6.1 Common Computing Environment 1/1/93 9/30/93
5.6.2 Standardized Input Data File 1/1/93 10/31/95

and Macrofile Generation
5.6.3 Visualization and Image Transmission 1/1/93

10/31/95 *



, Simulating Salt Diapirism, Overpressuring, and Seal
Rupture in Sedimentary Basins

E D Cipriani, L M Cathles, and P D Manhart (Dept Geol Sci, Snee
Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853)

Modeling the development of overpressures, the formation and
rupture of very low permeability seals, salt diapirism, faulting, and
the interactions between these processes is computationally
challenging yet fundamental to understanding fluid movements in
sedimentary basins. Collaboration between the Global Basins
Research Network (GBRN) and the Computational Mechanics Corp.
has led to the development of a material coordinate f'mite element
code called Akcess.Basin TM that can accurately and stably simulate
these processes. The model is applied to a south-north section across
an actively sedimenting minibasin in the South Eugene Island Block
330 area of the offshore Louisiana Gulf of Mexico.

South.............

.... ..............
The section starts at the center of a salt ridge, crosses a major

growth fault (Red Fault) on the south side of the ridge and then the
12 km wide minibasin. The minibasin hosts the largest oil field in the
Gulf and the largest oil field in the world hosted by Pleistocene
sediments. The site is actively being studied by the GBRN and it is
thought for a variety of reasons that the reservoirs may be filling with
hydrocarbons and waters expelled along the Red Fault from
overpressured parts of the minibasin. Model sedimentation is started
3.6 Ma and a seal formed 1.47 Ma. Salt diapirism (including a
piercing component with fault displacement at the margins of the salt)
occurs between 3.6 and 0.8 Ma. At 0 Ma the seal is ruptured along
the fault. The resulting rapid fluid expulsion produces thermal
anomalies (figure) that are similar to those observed in the South
Eugene Island Block 330 area. It is hoped that comparison of the
model and observed anomalies will ultimately allow evaluation of the
hydrocarbon refilling hypothesis and to a better understanding of
how fluids move in sedimentary basins.

,4
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LSU (J.A. Nunn)

Modeling

5.1 Geologic Input

a. 2-D flat files

Worked with D. Coelho of Cornell University on construction of 4 cross-section
in SEI from seismic data

b. 3-D flat files

Constructed computer program to generate 3D test case for thermal conduction
and convection in homogeneous medium in AVS data format.

In conjunction with Ed Bagdonas of AVS wrote a translator from AVS data
format to Akcess.basin macroflle format. Translator is undergoing revision and
testing.

c. Realistic 3-D SEI description

5.2 Model Simulations

a. 2-D cross sections

Worked with G. Lin of LSU on testing of 2D Akcess.basin test cases including
solute transport. Program still undergoing revision and testing.

b. 3-D demonstrations
!

c. 3-D realistic SEI simulation

d. Specific Modeling Investigations

v- Effects of fault movement on fault permeability and fluid venting out the fault.

Worked with S. Roberts of LSU on 2-D venting cases. We have analyzed

i) geometrically simple continuous venting cases in which the
permeability along the fault remains constant.

ii) geometrically simple episodic venting cases in which the permeability
of the fault is dynamically computed as a function of fluid pressure at each
time step. In this case, the permeability of the fault decreases as fluid is
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expulsed until it is impermeable and venting ceases.

We are currently working with F.D. Cipriani of Cornell University and
P. Manhardt of COMCO to solve numerical problems associated with
venting in systems where there are abrupt changes in material properties
and excess pressure.

5.3 Akcess.basin preparations

c. Two-phase templates

5.4 Fortran Algorithms

Wrote fortran hooks to permit calculation of permeability as a function of the sand/shale
ratio.

Determined how to write Akcess.basin hooks in C programming language. C hooks will
used for output to visualization programs and compressed binary format for storage or
network transmission.

Wrote C hooks for output of Akcess.basin results in compressed binary format. Software
currently undergoing testing and revision.

Wrote C hooks for output of Akcess.basin results directly into GBRN-viewer format.
Software undergoing testing and revision.

Wrote C and Fortran hooks to permit calculation of fault permeability as a function of
fluid pressure and effective stress. Software undergoing testing and revision.

5.6 Visualization of Model Output

a. Common Computing Environment

GBRN-viewer ported to LSU, Comell, Columbia and CMC

Hypermedia HXC installed at LSU, Cornell and Columbia

Scientist's Workbench installed at LSU and Cornell

APL preprocessor ported to Cornell and LSU

b. Standardized Input Data File and Macrofile Generation

Flatfile format established for standardized storage of subsurface data

Software adapted and tested to translate SEI data from flatfile format to 2D CMC
macrofile format

Preliminary AVS module constructed, in conjunction with Ed bagdonas of AVS,
to convert AVS data format into 3D CMC macrofile format. Module undergoing
testing and revision



c. Visualization and Image Transmission

GBRN-viewer modified to handle highly deformed finite elements. Modification
is currently being tested at LSU, CMC and CorneU.

Wrote translator for GBRN-viewer to output results into compressed AVS image
format. Translator undergoing testing and revision.

AVS software ported to Columbia, Cornell and LSU

Wrote translators to accept compressed binary and ascii output from Ackess.basin
and output and write XGraph output files to

i) visualize a vertical cross section of the data
ii) look at the value of a variable at a node as a function of time

Wrote a translator for the GBRN-viewer that accepts compressed binary output
from Akcess.basin.

With V. Chalasani at LSU, upgrading GBRN-Viewer to increase portability
using the motif graphical user interface and C++ object oriented programming
techniques. The program is currently undergoing testing and revision.
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DOE QUARTERLY REPORT
SEJ_EMBER 20, 1993

MICHIGAN TECIINOLOGICAL UNI t"ERSITY

HOUGHTON, M14993.1

TASK 6. MODELING

MJchig_ Technological University has been assi_ed responsibility for _ or part of the following
subtasks in the modeling task:

5.1 Geologic input
5. I.1 2-D fiat files
5.1.2 3-D flat files

5.2. Model Simulations
5.2.1 2-D cross sections
5.2.2 3-D demonstrations

5.5 Chemical Models

5.5.3 Equilibrium inorganic chemical alteration
5.5.4 Isotopic alteration

Work has begun on all the above subtask wi_ the exception of .'312 (3-D flat files.)and 5.2.2
(3-D demonstrations)

$,!, Geo!o#c input

5ubtask5 l..,t. 2._ FlatFiles (M. Luo)
Drs. W.o..odandLup haveb_,,unwork with _____evaluating a modelfor thermal

conductivityin a basinbasedon "fabric"theory.We havedevelopeda databasecontaining
thermalconductivitydatafor therock-formingmineralswewill encounteratEugeneIsland and
Dr. Luo hasmodifiedthe fabric modelto accountfor the ohangein conducti_,ityin oil saturated

, rocks. We have also learned that the parameters in the fabric model are very sensitive', for optimal
results, it is recommended that the fraction of parallel elements (FPE) be expressed to 1 ppt. A
rough manuscript has been produced which compare the GBP,2Nsuggested model with other
models, principally the Davis model and a geometric model. We have found that it might be a
good. idea to incorporate the effects of the hydrocarbons on thermal conductivity. Work is
continuing on this subtask.

_. J. E_H.untoonhas assembled interpreted seismic lines that include paleontologic
(primarily age) information. These paleolines are currently being prepared for use in the 2-D
modeling through the posting of psoudowells and extraction o_"relevant age vs. depth and
lithology data for each pseudowetl. E_,-traeteddata are being compiled on a Macintosh and are
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used as input for the APL based preprocessor that generates the geologic input requiredby
Akcess.buin. The dam archive will continue to be updated and revhed duringthe next quarter

Subtask 5_2,L2-D Cro_ $__'tiomt
Work has begun on Subtask 5.2.1. Dx. J. E_,Huntoon ha_ succesdutly completed

preliminary APL preprocessor modeling of geologic data compiled by her as partofher work on
Sul:_ask5,1,1, The success of initial APL modeling is significant because it allowed
_.d Cornelius the opportunity to test the original APL preproce_or with real data. The
preprocessor was modified as a remit o£ these initial runs and the success of the debugging
procedures verified by Drs. Cadfie__,gumoon andComeUus. Output from th_ APL preprocessor
was also used to test Akcess.basin, Further APL preprocessor 2-D models will be run during the
next quarter,and the output from the preprocessor will be used to assemble 2-D Akcess.basin
models.

Task 5,5 Ch_xnicalMedals

$uMasik5.5 _ F_,ouilibriemlno_c_Chemical Alteration
The approach to this subtask consists of using the geochemical mass transfer code

CHILLER (Reed, U. Oregon) to calculate fluid - rock interactions in a closed system. In
particular, we are interested in the I/S conversion andthe breakdown of plagioclase. It is
necessary to know the limits of these reactions in a closed system in order to access the
differences in systems in which fluid movement may have influenced the reactions.

To date we have successfully installed and run CIZ[LLERin a variety of diagenetic
environments, including the Gulf Coast. We have found that additional refinement of the
thermodynamic database, SOLTHERM, in needed for both illite and smectite. Dr, Luo is
collecting data f_om the literature for that purpose.

We have also successfully tested the code for alteration of plagioclase only under T and P
conditions representative of the Eugene Ishad reservoirs. The model r,edictions are reasonable
for alteration of arkosic rooks, although the I/S reaction is not handled as well as it needs to be for
the reasons discussed abo,/e.

Subtask_.5.4 Isotopic Alteration
,l. p. Su_hoski has written a code ISOTOPIA which otmratoson the cFm.LER output file

and calculates the isotopic equilibria to be expected during diagenefic reactions. This code will be
used to model the Eugene Island system as soon as the thermodynamics of the I/S system are
incorporated into the database. ISOTOPIA is a new code and still needs to be te.oxcdand
debugged, butit is operational.



Recoustructiou of the Evolution of Part of the North.C_ntral
Gulf of Mexico Basin: The Lafluence of Salt Movement on
the Str_tigraphic R_'ord

R R Comctius (Dept. of GeoL ScL, Comdl Univ., _thac_, NY,
1_,583; tel. 5!2-918-2672

/ E Huntoon (Dept. of Geol. Eng., GeoL and Geophys., Mich.
Teclmological Univ., Hougtxmn, MI 49931; teL 906--487-2412;
e-mail: jeh@mtu,edu

F D CApriani and L M CatMe$ rll (Bo'daa:: Dept. of GeoL Sci.,
CoraelL U.,xiv., Ithaca, N'Y, 14583; tel 607-255-7135; e-mail.
cathles@ge,oloby.tn.comell.edu

Analysis of mechanisms influencingthechar_,_-'terof theGulf of
Mexico stratigrapbio package ben_,,s from studies that attempt
to reconstruct the re#on at various times during its evolution.
One feature of ,.he stratigr_kic record, pronounced variations in
thickness of strata observed along either st6_ lines

' (a_roxL-nately east-west oriented seismic lines) or dip lines
(approximately norta-south oriented), is particuIarly interesting
because such variations undoubmdly influence the mararation and
migration of hydrocarbons in an area.

Our study focuses on testing the hypothesis that sah movement
is priml_y rcspensible for observed variations in total thickness
of stratigr_.phig unitsand hamrpretext sedimentationrams.In
accordance with. this hypothesis, axeas that .experienced rapid
sedimentation during a pa.,-dculs.rdmc inte.ccal.areintc_ctcd to
have also experiencedrapid salt withdrawal dining the same time
interval Salt structures that w_e ae,_,,ely growing du._g a
particular time interval arc interpreted to have ortcc tmdedain
areas that now possess an attenuar.ed stratigraph,.'c package of the
same age.

To test the hypothesis, we have obtaine._ dip LLues that
incorporate time-sigt_cant paleontologic data. Time horizonsare
used to separate the stratigraphic record into a se6es of informal.
units. Pseudowells are posw.d on the dip lines, and the depth and
tldckness of -,eachinformal unit at the site of each pseudoweU is ..

recordS. Age/depth information obtained ha this manner _s then
used ms input to a n,tmaerical simulation that progressively
backstrips the dip ILue. Although _e numericalsimulation does
not implicitly requizc that salt andsediment be coasezved in two-
dimensions, msul_ indica_ that _e consea-vation of mass
requirement is met when saIt movement is assumed to be the
primarycontrolon _edimenmtion patterns.
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Task Five - Modeling
Larry Cathles - Task Manager

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory Report

5.2 Model Simulations;

Craig Wilkinson is working on 2-D numerical modeling of fluid and heat flow in
E1 330 Block. His work includes:
1. Cyclic release of fluids from the geopressured region in EI 330 block

modeled in 2-D. Questions being addressed include:
a. What is the hydraulic radius of influence of a single large growth

fault, given physical properties known at E1 330 ?
b. What are the fluid volumes involved in one episode of

hydrofracturing?
c. What is the thermal signature of such a hydrothermal pulse?
d. How long does it take to dissipate in the shallower units?
e. How long does it take for the pressure to rebuild to pre-fracture

values?
f. Which mechanism(s) accomplish this?
g. What are the relative importance of compaction, hydrocarbon

maturation, and pressure diffusion in repressuring the rock below
the top of geopressure surface?

2. A hydrofracturing mechanism is incorporated into the model. In this
mechanism, -log (fault permeability) is proportional to pore pressure.
According to faulting theory, the value of pore pressure for fault reopening
should be approx. 0.8 times the lithostatic load. Hydrofracture tests from
the Eugene Island area suggest a value closer to 0.65 (P.Flemings, pers.
comm.). Craig is modeling the effects of this difference in fracture
reopening pressure.

3. Fluid generation subroutines are incorporated to account for hydrocarbon
maturation reactions. A more flexible routine has been added, calculating
fluid generation as a function of both temperature and reaction time.

4. Working toward a program interface with Wei He's seismic stratigraphic
and well-log based facies interpretations.

5. Interactive (screen-picking) grid design using CAD program is being
worked on with Ulisses Mello. This, in addition to the existing
improvements on the grid generating routine, should bring initial problem-
assembly time down to minutes.
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Task Five - Modeling (continued)

Larry Cathles - Task Manager
Lamont.Doherty Earth Observatory Report

5.2 Model Simulations:

Ulisses MeUo is investigating the thermal and mechanical evolution of sediments
in the Gulf of Mexico basin including the effects of overpressuring and
halokinesis. To achieve this goal, a set of differential equations that describe the
flux of heat and fluid in evolving sedimentary basin was derived. The finite
element method is used to solve these differential equations because of its
suitability in discretize complex geometry with intricate distribution of physical
properties. As sedimentation proceeds, the fluids tend to escape from the
sediments and the rate of fluid flow depends on sediment and fluid properties such
as permeability, viscosity and hydraulic diffusivity, and sediment rheology. If the
fluids cannot escape from the sediments, they may become undercompacted and
overpressured decreasing the thermal conductivity of the sediments. The salt rock
movement plays an important role on the temperature and pressure distribution
history in a sedimentary basin because of the thermal conductivity in salt rock that
may be five times the average sediment thermal conductivifies and is practically
impervious. Using the predicted temperature and pressure history for the basin,
the maturity level of the organic matter is estimated by using the kinetic reactions
that describe the transformation of the kerogen to hydrocarbons. Finally, with the
use of this technique the partial assessment of the hydrocarbon generation,
migration and accumulation associated with salt and overpressure is aimed.
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Quarterly Report- Task 6- Geochemistry

As no milestones were scheduled during the past quarter, this
report summarizes only progress made toward milestones. The
report is organized along lines of task responsibility; that is,
progress made on tasks by those responsible for those tasks. Thus,
the Cornell University, Michigan Technological University and Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute reports are distinct entities in this
progress report.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY-

6.1. Inorganic geochemistry. I have coordinated the collection of
brines, oils and gases, and solid geochemical samples from the DOE
well and producing Block 330 wells. This activity has involved
meetings and discussions with personnel from WHOI, Texas A&M,
Pennzoil, LDEO, University of Michigan, and MTU over the past three
months.

6.1.1. Petrographic analysis. Significant progress was made on
determining parameters for maximum recovery of core from the
well. Information was gathered from meetings with oil company and
service company personnel (Aug 24-26), numerous phone
conversations, and reading. This activity has resulted in decisions
regarding core bits, inner barrels, stabilization procedures, physical
properties measurements on core, and storage of core. I have also
met with Lamont personnel (Sept 8), WHOI personnel (Sept 2), and
Penn State personnel (Sept. 30) to discuss acquisition, analysis, and
storage of core.

I met with Dr. James Boles, UC Santa Barbara, for three days (Aug
17-19) for a sedimentary petrography workshop and for discussions
regarding geochemical studies in the well. I have also acquired
about 300 sidewall cores from several South Eugene Island Block
330 wells at varying distances from the main growth fault for
geochemical analysis. 20 thin sections have been made so far and
are currently undergoing petrographic analysis.

6.1.9. Meetings have been held during the past month with Cornell
faculty and research personnel regarding the construction of a



carbonate carbon dioxide extraction line for isotopic analysis. This
facility would save considerable money over sending out samples for
gas extraction.
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DOE QUARTERLY REPORT
SEPTEMBER 20, 1993

MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL UNII,_,RS ITY

HOUGHTON, MI 49931

TASK 6. GEOCHEMISTRY

MichiganTechnologicalUniversityh_ beenassignedresponsibilityforallor partof thefollowing
subtasks:

Task 6. ! InorganicGeochemistry
6.1.1 Petrographicanalysis
6.1.3 Fluidinclusions
6. i.5 SmectitefJllitetransition
6.1.9C and0 isotopes
6.1.10Strontiumisotopes
6 I. I i Fluidanalyses

(Notethattheorganizationchartrecentlyissuedisinerrorregardingtask6.1,5,thisisanMTU
task,notaCornelltask.)

Dueto lackof samplesfromthePathfinderwell,workhasbegunononlysubtasks6.1.l
(PetrographicAnalysis),6.1.5,(glite/Smectitetransition)and6.1.11(FluidAnalyses).Thisreport
discussesprogressonthosesubtasks.

T_k. 6.1. l PetrographicAnalyses

__ -_ i s 0Consultant A_les

Dr. ,[.It,,Boles (Geology Department,Universityof Californiaat SantaBarbara)hasbegun work
onthe Petrographicsubtask.Specificallyhe has:

1. metwith J. R. Wood and S. Losh at MTU for a periodof 3 days at MTU to discussthe
petmgraphlcaspects of the task and to look at ttfinsections of thePermzoilsidewallcores.

2. met withS. Losh in SantaBarbara(July, 1993) to look at Gulf Coast materialsimilarto
EugeneIslandandto planapetrographicworkshop.

_Task6.L5 !!i_te/SmectiteTransformation

$idewa]lcor_ flora theRedFaultZone



Work related to this subtaskbeganpriorto the DOE startdate of 1/1/93because materialfrom
sidewallcores was availableas well as graduatestudenttime. The earlyresultsfor the I/S
transitionon the Red Faultareshown in Table I. These data indicatethat the I/S transitionoccurs
early,or high, in the section in the vicinityof the Red Faultandhas beeninterpretedas evidence
for rapid(?) migrationof hot fluids,both brinesand hydrocarbons.

Because the US data in the RedFault zone are possibly anomalous, it is necessaryto conduct
studies away fromthe zone to see ifthe I/S transitionoccurs at the same or lower depths. To
date, material (cuttings) have been obtainedFromTexaco Block 33 I/_) and workbegan in Julyto
characterize these samples.

_nlos fromBlock 331
Approximately6000 feet of cuttings covering a range 3000 to 8930 feet were sentto MTU and a
sampling strategywas devised in which approximately32 samples covering the depth range from
4330 feet to 8930 feet were preparedand x-rayed.The x-ray datahas not been interpretedas yet
but preliminaryindications are that the I/S transitionis lower in this well. If so, the new data
supports to some degreethe interpretationthat the RedFault zone is thermallyanomalous.

Plannedwork on Task 6.1.5
Work plannedfor the next quarterincludes:

I. prepareandx-ray more samplesfromthe Texaco well
2, interpretthe data for I/S transition
3. obtain further samples fromother companies; negotiations are underwaywith Shell, and

Exxon for materialfromtheir Eugene Island holdings.
4. begin workon the Pathfinderwellsamples as soon as they arrive.Note that we can use

well cuttings as well as conventional and sidewall core.

EquipmentU_o,d.ate
All X-ray data generatedin this task, including the raw X-ray data, have been collectedon floppy
diskand are in the process ofbeing transferredto a harddisk on a PC dedicatedto this task.
These data will be transferredto the Columbiamasterdatabase in the future.

Task_6,l, 11 Fluid_Analyse_

ConsultantA,_tivities

Dr. Lynn Walter (U, i'.4ichigan,Ann Arbor)has been contactedwith regard to collectingand
analyzing the aqueous fluid :amples Promthe Pathfinderwell. She is set up and ready to go to the
rig for samplingwhen the timecomes,



NO SAMFI,E t)El_rtl (yr) % ,_MEC'rl'rF,

I PI 7,445 _5

2 Pt 7,443 60

3 P4 7,4,41 5._

4 P6 7,439 55

$ Pg 7,437 55

6 PlO 7,435 50

7 P12 7.433 55

X Pl$ 7,357 50

9 PIT 7.355 55

l0 P19 7,351 55

! i P21 7,351 60

12 !_3 7,349 55

13 P25 7347 55

14 1'27 7,345 55

15 P29 7,343 50

16 P31 7,341 55

17 P43 7,329 60

it P45 7.327 55

19 P47 7325 55 ¢

20 P49 7,323 5U

31 PSI 7,321 55

22 P53 7,319 55

23 P55 7,317 60

24 P$6 7,31¢_ 60

25 P57 7,31_; fi0

26 P59 7,313 60

27 I 7349 60

2g l I 7.329 60

29 12 7,327 60

30 14 7,323 60

31 16 7,321 60

32 22 7,313 60

33 23 7,289 6O

34 24 7.283 __._35 25 7,279

36 26 7,269 50

37 49 7,107 50

J$ 52 6,$43 80

39 54 6.833 g0

40 S_ 6,827 I_0

,tl 57 _,n03 90

42 58 5,801 90

TABLE 1. lllite/smectiteratios tbr Pennzoil sidewallcores - Eugene IslandBlock 330.
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QuarterlyTechnical ProgressReport,Subtast6.2, OrganicGeochemistry.
From:.leanWhelan
Date: September28, 1993.

Task 6.2.a. Organicgeochemistry,hydrousnvroivsis:
1)Hydrouspyrolysis,Gulf Coastrocks cont_.iningType IIIkerogen,completionof

one experimentforLower CretaceousGulf Coastrock.
Task 6.2.b. Oreanic eeochemistrv.Organicchemistry,oetrom'aohv,isotones:
2) Presentpaperon b-ackgroundorganicgeochemistry of EI--330a-ndorga-nic

geochemicalevidence for dynamichydrocarbonmigration hypothesis, European
Association of OrganicGeochemists meeting, Stavanger,Norway, Sept 19-24,
1993.

3) Findingcollaboratorsfor ancillaryorganicgeochemical analyses
Task 6,2,¢. organic geochemistry.Modelingand technoloev transfer:
4) Finish negotiationswithDoE-andLamon-tso thatWHO]-subcontractfundingcan

begin. This processis in progressand shouldbe finishedby the end of this week.
5) Plan for gas, oil, and core samplingfor organicgeochemistry for Pathfinderwell

Summary of TechnicalPro_ess

11Hydrousnvrolvsis.Gulf Coastrocks containingTv_ IIIkeroeen,comnletion
of first ex_rimentl EutawShale. Lower CretaceousGulf'Cb/lstrock. -

Initial hydrous pyrolysisexperiments showed that a single activation energy, as
used previously by Lewan, 1985, does not adequately describe gas evolution from the
oxidized gas-prone Gulf Coast Cretaceous Eutaw Shale. Therefore, isothermal hydrous
pyrolysis gas results fromthis rock were fitted to a distributedactivation energy model
(Braun and Burnham, 1987 & 1990) in which carbon dioxide evolves at both low and
high energies (maxima at 42 and 62 kcal/mole); ethane at about 54 kcal/mole, and
methane at high energy (75-78 kcal/mole) (Fig 1). Frequency factors, which are not
assumed in these calculauons, were also calculated and werefound to depend somewhat
on the spacing picked for calculating the distribution.

Theoil generated in this initial experiment is much heavier than found for the EI-
330 oils. The EI-330oils at! appearto belong to a single genetic family which, based on
molecular composition, is sourced froma more marine, anoxic, and possibly evaporitic
facies than a Eutaw Shale type rock (see pan 2 below).

These initial results suggest that even a relatively poor petroleumsourcerock
such as this is capableof generating pan of the methane which could solubilize and aid
in migrationof oil formedor trappedat depth below EI-330. However,methane
generationfrom thisrockwould only occur at substantial depths and very high
temperatures.A second finding fromthis work not previously reportedis that substantial
quanties of carbon dioxide are generated from this kerogen at high temperaturesso that
carbon dioxide must also be consideredas a potential agent to aid in reactions or
migrationprocesses in deep Gulf Coast formations. Workis in progress to carryout
similar experiments on other typical immature Gulf Coast rocks, including samples of
CretacousTuscaloosa and Spartarocks,as well as an immature JurassicSmackover
sample, to determine how general these results are for Gulf Coast rocks.

2_Presentoaneron back_ound organicgeochemistryof EI-330 andorgani_
geochemical evidendefordvnaniic hvdroc-arbonmigration hvoothesis. Euro[)ea_l
Association of Organic Geochemists-meeting.Stavanger. Norway' Sept 19,24,
1993.(manuscriptsubmittedfor publicationin the proceedingsvolume for the meeting).
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This paper, entitled: Organic Geochemical Indicators of Dynamic Fluid Flow Processes
in Petroleum Basins by Jean K. Whelan, Mahlon C. Kennicutt, James M. Brooks,
Dietmar Schumacher, and Lorraine B. Eglinton, summarizes what is currently known
about the oils, gases, and kerogens in EI-330 reservoirs and provides a framework for
future organic geochemical analyses to be performed on the DoE Pathfinder Well
samples. The paper discusses the existing organic geochemical data with respect to: 1)
evidence for "dynamic injection hypothesis" that hydrocarbons are being injected into
reservoirs at the present time; and 2) evidence for a Cretaceous or Jurassic, marine,
anoxic, and possibly evaporitic source for the EI-330 oils. The conclusions section of the
manuscript, given below, summarizes the major findings in the paper and describes plans
for future work under this contract:

"A number of diverse observations from the Louisiana Gulf Coast Eugene
Island 330 reservoirs, including coincidence of pressure and temperature contours,
reservoir production histories, and changing oil and C7 hydrocarbon
compositions over time support the "dynamic fluid injection hypothesis" that gas
and oil are being injected into some of these reservoirs at the present time. A
number of these observations can be individually explained in alternative ways.
However, together, this hypothesis gives the best rationale for all of the existing
geophysical, geological, and geochemical EI-330 data. Preliminary organic
geochemical data supporting the "dynamic fluid injection" hypothesis include:

1) Anomalously high gas and oil production from EI-330 reservoirs, in
comparison to surrounding reservoirs.

2) Anomalously high C7 hydrocarbon F values for EI-330 oils considering their
relatively low maturities.

3) Light n-alkanes superimposed on biodegraded v,'hole oils in the shallow GA,
HB, and JD reservoirs of EI-330. The light n-alkanes are highly
biodegradable and must have been injected recently, after oil
biodegradation of heavier n-alkanes had occurred.

4) High (nC3+nC4/nC17) and nC9/nC19 ratios as well as high C7 F values are
all consistent with recent injection of the "condensate" end of an evaporative
fractionation event into some EI-330 reservoirs. In comparison, nearby SMI-
128 samples on the other side of a salt ridge show none of these features.

5) Temporal changes in whole oil and C7 compositions which occurred
between 1974, 1985, and 1988.

6) Anomalously high vitrinite reflectance values near a fault thought to be one
carrier of hot fluids from depth into the EI-330 reservoirs.

"We are in the process of collecting additional oil and gas samples from
throughout EI-330 in order to rule out sampling artifacts and natural sample
variation as the cause the temporal changes in hydrocarbon composition. This
data will allow us to determine if further changes have occurred since 1988. In
addition, an extensive drilling and sampling program will be carried out in a
collaborative project between the GBRN and Pennzoil with funding from DoE
during 1994. Plans are to collect extensive samples of oil, gas, and sediments in
and around the faults proposed to be the "feeder system" into the reservoirs
suspected of being influenced by these dynamic processes. Data from these
samples, as well as extensive downhole measurements, will allow us to further
test the "dynamic hydrocarbon migration hypothesis" and to evaluate its potential
use as an exploration tool.

"Organic geochemical data show that the relatively sulfur-rich EI-330 oils
belong to a single chemical family, in spite of their physical differences. The
presence of extended hopanoids, low Pr/Ph, and CPI values less than 1 for some
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samples suggest a marine, possibly anoxic and evaporitic, source for these oils.
These characteristics are different than those for the nearby sulfur-poor SMI-128
oils. It is suggested that the EI-330 oils come from either a Cretaceous or Jurrassic
source and that their destruction has been retarded by their trapping under
pressure beneath evaporitic layers. It is also suggested that the maturities of these
deep reservoirs might be lower than previously calculated based on
extrapolations from present day geothermal gradients in Plio/Pleistocene
reservoirs. A scenario is proposed in which oil cracking to gas in these relatively
deep reservoirs drives episodic release of oil and gas through geopressure into the
shallower EI-330 reservoirs."

3) Finding collaborators for ancillary_organic geochemical analyses Presentation
of the paper described above led to considerable interest among scientists at the meeting
and led to the following (informal) offers of collaborative research on the samples:

a) Dr. L.K. Bissada of Texaco offered to carry out compound specific isotopic
analyses on the EI-330 oils recovered. They have some new separation methods
which gives much better compound separation and, therefore, better isotopic data
than was previously available.

b) Alain Hue of Institute Francaise du Petrole offered to run Rock Eval analysis on all
cores, using new instrumentation in their laboratory designed to pick up
asphaltenes and nitrogen compounds which tend to be deposited along migration
conduits.

c) Detlev Leythaueser of the University of Calogne (Germany) has offered to examine
closely-spaced bitumen samples from cores across suspected migration conduits
via a GC-elemental analyzer currently being set up in their laboratory. This
instrument will give information about anomolies in compounds containing
nitrogen and other heteroatoms, which tend to concentrate along migration
conduits.

d) Dr Marcio Mello of Petrobras (Brazil) has offered to analyze biomarkers in EI-330
oils in hand as well as in new samples to be obtained during drilling. He proposes
to compare them to extensive data he has from all around the Gulf of Mexico,
including oils from several carbonate marine-sourced oils which would be
expected to be very similar to the EI-330 oils (see 2 above).

e) Dr Melodye Rooney from Mobil (Texas) may be able to help with calculating gas
generation temperatures from gas carbon isotope data.

4"_Finish negotiations with DoE and Lamont so that WHOI subcontract fundin_
fdla_.t2ggi__Thisprocess is in progress and should be finished by the end of this week.

5) Planning for gas. oil. and core sampling for organic geochemistry_ from
pathfinder well

The principal goal during this reporting period was to determine optimal ways of
collecting gas, oils, and cores from Pathfinder well. This planning process is complicated
because the organic geochemical sampling plan must be compatible with other priorities
of the project, most importantly successful drilling, non-destruction of the hole, and good
core recovery. The important organic geochemical information potentially available with
good samples is:

a) maturity of kerogen in core samples in fault and going away from faults (evidence
of hot fluids having passed particular intervals)

b) maturity of bitumens in core samples going away from faults (evidence for heating
of indigenous bitumen or migration of mature oils into intervals adjacent to faults)

c) mapping of migration conduits (see 3 above).
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d) oils - API gravity, oil to gas ratios, percent sulfur, W(V+Ni), maturity of oil
(constraints on depth and maturity of source), relation to other EI-330 oils,
evidence of interaction with surface fluids, evidence of fractionation during
migration (see 2 and 3 above).

c) gasoline range hydrocarbons - maturity; quantitation of processes affecting
reservoir fluids after expulsion from source facies.

d) gases - maturity of gas source (constraints on depth and maturity of source;
contemporaneous with oil generation?); together with hydrous pyrolysis data and
estimated geothermal gradient, calculation of depth limits for gas generation zone.

Steve Losh visited Woods Hole in late August. We discussed the various analyses
and sample sizes required for each of the above as well as potential contamination
problems with various types of drilling additives and core storage. In summary, our
conclusions regarding optimum organic geochemical samples were:

i) It is crucial that gas samples be collected according to protocols worked out by
Exxon and GERG at Texas A & M, so that minimal fractionation of isotopes
occurs during the collection process. Most importantly, samples must be
collected into an evacuated cylinders and must not be collected by blowing gas
through the cylinder. This collection will reauire a trained person from Texas A
& M to be on the ri_ to carry out this sampling. Good gas samples will allow a
reliable isotopic determination of maturity using 13C isotopes of methane, ethane,
and propane.

ii) Oil samples must be collected in a way that minimizes light end loss and
contamination with petroleum based drilling additives. Oil samples must not be
refrigerated.

iii) Optimal core collection and storage for organic geochemical purposes would not
utilize any oil or petroleum based additive during drilling. Ideally, cores wouid be
frozen shortly after collection and stored in that state. Freezing evidently does not
cause problems for other geochemical and geophysical measurements including
physical properties; several oil companies now routinely store cores by freezing.

iv) If oil based mud must be used during drilling, a synthetic polyethylene based mud
is the only possibility. Canadian organic geochemists have had good success in
analyzing extractable bitumens from cores after this additive was used in drilling
(Fowler, et al, 1993). Heavy oil should be avoided at all costs. Only organic
petrographic analyses of kerogens would be possible if heavy oil is used in
drilling. The Canadians have found that heavy oil added during drilling permeates
even a 4 inch diameter core, making any pyrolysis or bitumen analysis
meaningless (Fowler, et al, 1993).

v) We no information about whether or not any analyses other than organic
petrography could be carried out on cores preserved with epoxy. We assume that
this would be the case for any sediments impregated with epoxy. However,
evidently, primarily the outer edges of the core are affected so that it might still be
possible to analyze interior sections. If at all possible, tests should be made
regarding this question very early in the drilling.
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Fig 1"Activation energies from hydrous pyrolysis experiments, Eutaw Shale, Gulf Coast,
Lower Cretaceous rock.
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Task Seven - Field Demonstration Experiment
Roger N. Anderson. Task Manager

Task7 is pan of the PhaseU funding;therefore,no workhas be performedon this task
and,as a result,no reportis submitted.
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